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AGREEMENT made this 16th day of January, 2014 between the BOARD OF EDUCATION OF 
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 of the Towns of Chester, Goshen and Blooming Grove 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Board"), having its principal place ofbusiness at Chester, New York, and the 
teachers or professional staff of Union Free School District No. 1 of the Towns of Chester, Goshen and 
Blooming Grove, as represented by their duly elected representative and bargaining organization pursuant to 
the Public Employees' Fair Employment Law, Civil Service Law Article 14, CHESTER TEACHERS' 
ASSOCIATION (sometimes hereinafter referred to as the "Association"), and pursuant to the tenus of a 
certain Recognition Agreement made between the BOARD OF EDUCATION and ASSOCIATION1. 
ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION 
The Board recognizes the Association as the exclusive bargaining agent for the negotiating unit 
defmed as "All professional personnel excluding administrative staff such as the Superintendent, High 
School Principal, Middle School Principal, and the Elementary Principal, teaching assistants, teacher aides, 
temporary personnel including, but not limited to, substitute teachers and per diem personnel." The School 
Nurse is part of this collective bargaining agreement. The position is included in the common terms and 
conditions of employment such as health insurance, benefit fund, leaves, in-service credits, lunchtime, 
equivalent planning time, longevity, and retirement incentive. The term ''teacher'' as used in this agreement 
shall refer to members of the above-mentioned negotiating unit and no others, but will include long-term 
substitute teachers who are appointed for fixed tenDS of at least five (5) months. 
The duties of the Athletic Director will be pelformed by an Administrator effective April 1,2013. 
When the Administrator so assigned is no longer serving as the Athletic Director, the position will revert 
back to the Association so that it may be filled by an Association member. Beginning in June 2014 and for 
each subsequent year, the District will consider whether the Administrator should continue as Athletic 
Director, until such time as the position reverts back to the Association. 
ARTICLE n -AGENCY SHOP 
Effective September 1, 1978, the Chester School District shall deduct from the wage or salary of 
employees in the bargaining unit who are not members of the Chester Teachers' Association an amount 
equivalent to the dues levied by the Association and shall transmit the sum so deducted to the Association, in 
accordance with Chapters 677 and 678 of the Laws of 1977 of the State of New York. The Association 
affinns that it has adopted such procedure for refund ofagency shop fee deductions as required in Sec. 3 of 
Chapters 677 and 678 of the Laws of 1977 of the State of New York. This provision for agency shop fee 
deduction shall continue in effect for the life of this agreement. 
The agency shop fee deduction shall be made in accordance with those procedures applicable for 
dues check-off, except as otherwise mandated by law or provided for in this Article. The District shall be 
held harmless for all monies paid and costs incurred pursuant to this provision. 
ARTICLE III - FAIR PRACTICES 
1. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any individual employee from discussing 
anymatter with a member ofthe administration staffnor to deny any employee his/her rights under Section 
15 of the New York Civil Rights Law or under the State Education Law or under applicable Civil Service 
1 This agreement incorporates Memorandum's ofAgreement and Supplemental Memorandum's ofAgreement dated June 
10,2010, November 22,2011, March 28, 2012, March 13,2013, January 16, 2014 and the establishment ofan In-Service 
Academy. 
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Laws or Regulations. 
2. The Association is authorized to conduct District-wide or buildingmeetings on school property at 
reasonable times before or after working hours, provided that written application for such use of District 
buildings is submitted. on the official District fonn no later than seventy-two (72) hours before the time of 
requested use. 
ARTICLE IV - SALARIES 
A. Salary Schedule 
1. The salary schedules of the members ofthe teachers' negotiating unit for the 2010-11,2011-12; 
2012-13,2013-14,2014-15 and 2015-16 school years are annexed hereto as Schedule "A". Increase the 
2009 School Year Teachers' Salary Schedule by 2.0% effective July 1,2010. The salary schedules of the 
members ofthe teachers' negotiating unit for 201 0-11 School Year shall remain in full force and effect from 
July 1,2011 and until February 1,2013, when each step of said salary schedule shall be increased by 1.0%. 
Unit members eligible to advance a step on the Teachers' Salary Schedule shall do so on July 1,2011 and 
those eligible to advance a step on the Teachers' Salary Schedule during the 20 12-13 School Year shall do 
so effective February 1,2013. The 2012-13 Teachers' Salary Schedule shall continue in full force and effect 
from July 1,2013 and until December 1,2014, when each step ofsaid schedule shall be increased by 1.5%. 
The Teachers' Salary Schedule shall be increased again on July 1,2015 by) .5% at each step. Unit members 
eligible to advance a step on the Teachers' Salary Schedule shall do so on July 1, 2013; those eligible to 
advance a step 011 the Teachers' Salary Schedule during the 2014-15 School Year shall do so effective 
February 1,2015 and those eligible to advance a step on the Teachers' SalarySchedute during the 2015-16 
School year will do so effective July 1, 2015. 
Upon ratification ofthis Memorandum ofAgreement, each unit member on payroll shall receive a 
non-recurring cash bonus of$500, payable within 30 days from the date of board approval. 
2. Step 19(1) is calculated by adding the following additional monies to Step 19 ofeach column: 
2006-2007 -- $5,420; 2007-2008 -. $5,620; 2008-2009 -- $5,904; and 2009-2010 -- $6,140. No other 
bargaining unit members shall receive the amounts referenced above other than those who were on Steps 17, 
18 and 19 at the end ofthe 1995-96 school year. 
3. Nurses' Compensation: Nurses shall be compensated on the BA column at the rate ofseventy-six 
(76%) percent of the salary oftheir step placement, on a salary schedule that includes through BA Step 11 
during the 2006-07 school year, through BA Step 12 effective July) ,2008 school year, through BA Step 13 
during the 2008-09 school year, and through BA Step 14 effective July 1,2009. Once placed on the 2006-07 
salary schedule, those eligible to advance a step shall do so in each succeeding year. 
B. Differentials 
1. Effective July 1, 1999, annual salaries shall increase at the rate of $34.00 per credit for 
additional semester hours of study approved by the Board up to a maximum of sixty credits beyond a 
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Bachelor's Degree and forty-five credits beyond a Master's Degree. Credits beyond the aforesaid maximum 
must be in a recognized program in the teacher's specific field. 
2. No credit shall be allowed for points necessary to complete provisional certification. 
3. Quarterly Hours - For the purpose ofequating quarterly hours to semester hours, the following 
conversion scale will be used: 
Quarter Hours Semester Hours 
3 2 
4 2-2/3 
5 3-1/3 
6 4 
7 4-2/3 
8 5-1/3 
9 6 
10 6-2/3 
II 7-1/3 
12 8 
13 8-2/3 
14 9-1/3 
15 10 
16 10-2/3 
17 11-1/3 
18 12 
19 12-2/3 
20 13-1/3 
21 14 
22 14-2/3 
23 15-1/3 
4. To secure full remuneration, a teacher must submit official college or university transcripts 
bearing the college or university seal or other official evidence bearing the college or university seal prior to 
October 15th. To secure one-half of the annual differential payment for fall semester courses, similar 
evidence must be presented prior to March 1st. 
A teacher must submit evidence that all requirements for the Master's Degree have been 
completed, such evidence to be an official transcript from the Registrar's office bearing the college or 
university seal. 
Approval for differential payment may be granted by the Superintendent for any graduate courses 
taken. However, approval must be granted for graduate courses taken for permanent certification; graduate 
courses taken when matriculated in a Master's Degree Program; and any graduate course which a teacher can 
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demonstrate is in hislher major area. 
C. Service Increment 
New annualized longevity payments based on continuous full-time service in the Chester Union Free 
School District will begin on the teacher's anniversary date of hire. An approved unpaid leave of absence 
may affect the date on which longevity payments begin. 
For all bargaining unit members not on Step 19(1), at the end ofeach ofthe following blocks ofyears 
of continuous full-time service (l0, 15,20,22,25,28, and 30) in the Chester Union Free School District, a 
teacher shall be granted a service increment in addition to the regular step increase; longevitypayments shall 
be placed in effect according to the following payment schedule: 
10 Years 15 Years 20 Years 22 Years 25 Years 28 Years 30 Years 
July 1,2006 $290 $636 $1,156 $1,637 $2,529 $2,183 $666 
July 1, 2007 $302 $663 $1,205 $1,707 $2,637 $2,275 $695 
July 1, 2008 $316 $692 $1,260 $1,783 $2,756 $2,378 $726 
July 1, 2009 $329 $719 $1,311 $1,854 $2,866 $2,473 $755 
For bargaining unit members who receive pay on Step 19(1), at the end of each of the 
following blocks ofyears ofcontinuous full-time service in the Chester UFSD, longevity payments shall be 
placed in effect according to the following payment schedule: 
10 Years 15 Years 20 Years 25 Years 30 Years 
July 1,2006 $290 $636 $1,156 $346 $666 
July 1,2007 $302 $663 $1,205 $361 $694 
July 1,2008 $316 $692 $1,260 $377 $725 
July 1,2009 $329 $719 $1,311 $392 $754 
D. Teacher Retirement 
For purposes of this section, "eligible for retirement" means that the individual will retire without 
penalty from the Teachers' Retirement System or Employees' Retirement System. 
1. A sum ofmoney equal to twenty (20%) percent of the previous year's annual salary or a 
maximum oftwo thousand dollars ($2,000.00), exclusive ofall increments, shall be granted to any certified, 
tenured teacher with a minimum of ten (10) years of continuous service, including those with an 
accumulation of ten (10) years of service illtelTUpted by approved unpaid LOA or FMLA, in the Chester 
School District for the terminal year of employment preceding retirement from the New York State 
Teachers' Retirement System or Employees' Retirement System. Such payment shall be contributed into the 
employee's Section 403(b) tax sheltered amlUity as a non-elective direct employer contribution without a 
cash option (See Appendix A). Application must be made for said sum by April lSI of the year preceding 
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retirement of the teacher and the resignation must accompany the application for retirement income. 
In addition to the benefits described in paragraph (D) (l) above, the monies generated by applying the 
following fOlUlula, if any, will be paid, in the same manner as described in paragraph D(l) above, to a 
retiring teacher who is in the first school year of eligibility to retire from the New York State Teachers' 
Retirement System or Employees' Retirement System without the application ofa reduction fonnula to the 
retirement benefit of the Tier in which the teacher participates, and, who has been employed by the Chester 
Union Free School District for at least ten (10) years: $40.00 per day for each day ofunused credited sick 
leave, up to a maximum of200 days. 
Written notice ofretirement must be given at least fifteen (15) months (but no later than April ISf) in 
advance ofthe July Isl retirement date. At the time when notice is due, the teacher or theDistrict may notify 
the other of interest in deferring the retirement and benefit for one (1) or more years based upon the best 
interests of the school district, as detelUlined by the Superintendent ofSchools and Board of Education. 
For purposes ofthis retirement incentive only, the retiring employeemay elect, inwriting, to transfer 
any accumulated and/or credited personal leave to hislher credited sick leave accumulation. This election 
shall accompany hislher fonnal application for the retirement incentive. Teachers scheduled for halftime 
service will be credited with half sick days. 
2. A certified tenured teacher or school nurse with a minimum of ten (10) years of continuous 
service, including those with an accumulation from ten (10) years ofservice interrupted by approved unpaid 
LOA or FMLA, in the Chester School District will be eligible for the following incentive: 
Any unit member who is in hislher first year of retirement eligibility and who notifies the District 
by December 1st ofhislher intent to retire effective the following July 15\ will receive $20,000.00 plus 
$40 a day for one half ofhislher accumulated sick leave days up to 200. Such payment shall be 
contributed info the employee's Section 403(b) tax sheltered alIDuity as a non-elective direct employer 
contribution without a cash option (See Appendix A). 
a) For the purposes of this retirement incentive only, the retirement employee may elect, in 
writing, to transfer any accumulated and/or credited personal leave to their credited sick leave 
accumulation. This election shall accompany their fonnal application for retirement incentive. 
b) Teachers scheduled for half time service shall be credited with half sick days. 
c) Unit members who opt for this benefit will waive their right to the benefits provided in 
Article IV, Section (D)(1). 
3. If the unit member is in the second year of eligibility and notifies the District by December ]5\ 
ofhislher intent to retire effective the following July 1st, the unit member will receive $20,000.00. 
a Such payment shall be contributed into the employee's Section 403(b) tax sheltered 
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annuity as a non-elective direct employer contribution without a cash option (See Appendix A). 
b) Unit members who opt for this benefit will waive their right to the benefits provided in 
Article IV, Section (0)(1) and (2). A CTA unit member who does not opt for the $20,000.00 retirement 
incentive may choose the above benefits if applicable. 
E. In-Service Credit 
1. TheBoard ofEducation recognizes the need for in-service workshops for the professional staff 
in order that the staff may keep pace with the changes in education. The Board also recognizes that 
considerable time and effort are involved on the part of staffmembers participating in these courses. 
2. When a professional staffmember participates successfully as attested to in writing by the 
instructor of an in-service course recommended by the Superintendent and approved by the Board of 
Education, remuneration will be made on the following basis for salary credit only. 
a) For each fifteen (15) hours of class time in an in-service workshop, one (1) 
credit for salary purposes will be granted at the rate of Sixteen ($16.00) Dollars per credit. 
b) The maximum credit for salary purposes for an in-service workshop participation will be five (5) 
credits. 
c) Graduate credit will not be granted for in-service workshop participation unless graduate credit is 
granted by the institution providing the instruction. 
d) In-service credit shall not be granted for any in-service workshop in which the Board sponsors a 
participant or provides more than fifty (50) percent of the funds for the workshop. Such participation shall 
110t be mandatory. 
F. Extracurricular compensation 
1. All extracurricular activities for the school years 2006-2010 shall be compensated according to 
the schedules annexed hereto as Schedule liB". 
2. Incumbents, when reappointed to extracurricular activities positions, will be advanced from 
one year to the next on the extracurricular activities schedules. 
G. Pay Procedures 
1. Teachers shall be paid bi-weekly. 
2. Teachers may have an option of 22 or 26 pay periods. It is understood that using 22 pay 
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periods could result in teachers being paid ahead ofthe work being completed. During such a year, teachers 
will have 21 or 25 pay periods. The District will notify the teachers ofthis situation prior to the start ofthe 
school year. 
3. If a pay period falls in a vacation or holiday period, payment shall be made on the last 
working day prior to a vacation or holiday, except that the last payment of the school year shall be made on 
the last day that service is required. In the event that the last pay day, which falls on the final day when 
service is required, means that the teachers would not have received their 22 or 26 pay periods, the extra pay 
period will be made in September on the Friday between the regular pay days of that school year. 
4. Dues for the professional organizations will be deducted by the Board of Education as 
follows: 
a) The Board agrees to deduct from the salaries ofits teachers such dues as specified by the 
Chester Teachers' Association, as said teachers individually and voluntarily authorize the Board to deduct, 
and transmit the monies to the Chester Teachers' Association. 
b) The deductions referred to in paragraph "a" above shall be deducted in ten (10) equal 
installments commencingwith the last paycheck in October ofeach year. The Association shall provide the 
payroll clerk of the District with the original signed dues authorization cards of those employees who have 
voluntarily authorized the Board to deduct the dues specified in paragraph "a" above. 
c) The Board shall, following each pay period from which a dues deduction is made, 
promptly transmit the amount so deducted to the Treasurer ofthe Chester Teachers' Association, who shall 
promptly acknowledge receipt to the District's payroll clerk. The Board shall be saved harmless for all 
monies lawfully deducted and forwarded to the Association. 
d) The Board recognizes the right of the Chester Teachers' Association to distribute and 
collect dues deduction and designated authorization cards at the conference day held prior to the opening of 
school in September. 
H. Annuities 
The District shall maintain a payroll deduction plan which permits teachers to participate in a 
tax-sheltered annuity of their choice. Teachers shall notify the District by October 1st of each succeeding 
school year, ofthe carrier and the amount to be deducted for each ofthe 20 or 24 payments depending on the 
salary pay periods chosen. 
On February 15th, only monetary changes shall be made. For those retirees notifying the 
District by December 1st, an additional change (vendor and!or dollar amount) may be made by the end ofthe 
school year. If the number ofactivity vendors reaches 20, both sides agree to reopen the Contract to discuss 
the numbers of vendors allowed. 
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1. N.Y.S.U.T. Benefit Trust 
The District agrees to maintain a payroll deduction for the N.Y.S.U.T. Benefit Trust. 
ARTICLE V - LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
A. Sick Leave 
1. Each teacher shall receive thirteen (13) days of sick leave per school year. 
2. The accumulated sick leave with full pay shall accumulate to a maximum oftwo hundred 
(200) days. 
3. At the beginning of the school year, each teacher will receive a written statement of the 
number of sick days with which he/she is credited. 
4. Any employee shall be entitled to use accumulated paid sick leave for absences directly 
resulting from disability incident to pregnancy and childbirth. 
5. Following an absence ofmore than five (5) consecutive school days, at the discretion ofthe 
administration, a doctor's statement shall be submitted setting forth the reason for the absence and 
confinning that the teacher's health is satisfactory for returning to nonna] teaching and related duties. 
6. a) Upon the retirement ofa teacher employed July 1, 1979 or later from the Chester Union 
Free School District, and who has been employed by the Chester Union Free School District for at least ten 
(10) years, the District agrees to guarantee that it will contribute at least fifty (50%) percent towards the cost 
ofannual individual insurance premiums and thirty-five (35%) percent of the cost of annual family health 
insurance premiums during the first two years ofretirement; forty (40%) percent ofthe cost ofannual family 
health insurance premiums during the third year following their retirement, forty-five (45%) percent ofthe 
cost ofannual family health insurance premiums during their fourth year ofretirement and fifty (50%) ofthe 
cost of annual family health insurance premiums effective with their fifth year following retirement. In 
addition, ifthe retiring teacher has accumulated sick leave that was accrued while employed in this District, 
that sick leave accrual will be converted to dollar value as defined in Article IV (D)(2). The Board shall pay 
premiums beyond the fifty (50%) percent and thirty-five (35%) percent figures stated above, for full medical 
insurance coverage for a retired teacher and any dependents only to the extent of the dollar value of the 
teacher's accumulated sick leave days at the time of the teacher's retirement. "Medical Insurance" shall 
mean whatever fonn ofmedical insurance the teacher had in force at the time ofretirement and which was 
paid for by the District prior to retirement. A dependent covered by medical insurance from a source other 
than the District shall not be included in the medical insurance provided for herein. 
Effective July 1, 2013, the employer contribution towards retiree health insurance shall be 
increased by an additional 5% for those unit members with 50-99 accumulated sick leave days at the time of 
retirement; 8% for those unit members with 100-149 accumulated sick leave days at the time ofretirement 
and 10% for those unit members with 150+ accumulated sick leave days at the time of retirement. 
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Retirement means eligibility to receive retirement pay from the New York State Teachers' Retirement 
System. 
b) Upon retirement ofa teacher employed prior to July 1, 1979, who has served ten ormore 
years in the District, the District shall continue the teacher's medical coverage (including coverage of 
dependents) until the death of the retired teacher. 
Retirement means eligibility to receive retirement pay from the New York State Teachers' 
Retirement System. 
7. There shall be continued a sick leave bank as follows: 
a) Members of the instructional staff will contribute two (2) days from their sick day 
allotment to create a sick bank. Members will not be required to contribute as long as the sick bank has a 
minimum of three hundred-sixty (360) days at the outset of a given school year. If the bank is below one 
hundred-eighty (180) days, each member will contribute at least one (1), and not more than two (2) days in 
that year, and until such time as is necessary to bring the bank back to the required number ofthree hundred­
sixty (360) sick days in the bank. 
b) A teacher who has exhausted his/her total personal entitlement of sick leave and 
who has been struck with a catastrophic illness, may, thirty (30) school days after the exhaustion of sick 
leave entitlement, apply for the use ofsick bank days. 
c) In the event the teacher, suffering from a catastrophic illness, has used four or less days 
per year from September 1, 1982, or has maintained an average of seventy-five (75%) percent ofhis/her 
allotted sick days during the period of employment as a teacher in the Chester Union Free School District, 
the thirty (30) day period will be waived by the sick bank committee. Therefore, the teacher would be able 
to draw directly from the sick bank, and would not lose the thirty (30) days of pay as outlined above. 
d) The decision to allocate sick bank days to an applicant shall reside solely within the 
discretion of the President of the Chester Board of Education and the President of the Chester Teachers' 
Association jointly. 
e) The purpose of the sick bank is to aid teachers who have been stricken with a 
catastrophic illness. The bank is intended to provide temporary assistance and is not intended to be a 
permanent substitute for other coverage such as the nonnal disability a teacher is entitled to receive. A 
teacher will be pennitted to draw from the sick bank a total ofone hundred-eighty (] 80) school days. In the 
event a teacher has been certified to be eligible to return to work byhis/her doctor and after the certification 
has been evaluated by the school doctor, the teacher will be permitted to return to work. In the event that a 
teacher, having returned to work suffers from another catastrophic illness, the maximum additional number 
of school days they will be permitted to draw from the sick bank will be ninety (90). 
f) hl the event the teacher must draw from the bank from one school year into the next 
school year, the salary would be based on the year the teacher was stricken with catastrophic illness and 
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began drawing from the bank. 
g) A teacher whose timely application for sick bank days was denied by the sick bank 
committee may file a timely grievance (in accordance with Article IX) solely on the grounds that the denial 
was arbitrary and capricious. Should the matter be taken to arbitration, the arbitrator's jurisdiction and 
authority shall be limited solely to deciding whether the denial was arbitrary and capricious. 
h) In cases of extended illness beyond accumulated sick leave and sick bank, the Board 
may, at its discretion, offer full, partial or no remuneration. 
8. A conference shall be conducted by the Principal(s) regarding sick leave usage when 
deemed necessary. 
B. Illness in Family 
1. Illness in the immediate family will be treated as sick leave. 
2. Immediate family is defined as: father, mother, children, husband, wife, or anyperson in the 
teacher's household dependent upon the teacher's assistance during that person's illness. 
C. Bereavement Leave 
1. In anyone school year, a teacher shall be granted a maximum of three (3) days leave with 
pay upon death in hislher immediate family. The immediate family is defined as: father, mother, brother, 
sister, husband, children, wife, grandparents, in-laws, or any relative who is a member of the teacher's 
household. 
2. l11e above bereavement leave maybe extended at the discretion ofthe Board ofEducation 
upon the recommendation ofthe Superintendent. 
D. Personal Leave 
Personal leave shall mean an activity that requires the CTA member's presence during the school 
day. 
1. The following days may be taken without loss ofpay: 
a. Three (3) days non-cumulative personal business for non-tenured teachers. 
b. Four (4) days personal business for teachers with tenure (the school nurse after three 
years full time employment) in the Chester School District. 
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. . . : . . 
c. Personal leave fortenuredt~chers -sb411 be CllIllulative toatIlaximum often (10) days. 
Unused personal days over 10 will conv~tosjck4aYs following theaceumulation of sixty-six (66) sick 
days. No teacher shall be' allowed more'tl:ian two (2) consecutive personalleave days Within a period of 
thirty (30) ,school days. No teacher sh.aH be allowed more than six, (6) persona11eave days in any one 
academic year. Extensions beyond the aforesaid two (2) consecutive personal leave days shall be subject to 
the provisions contained in Emergency Leave (Section E) of tIlls articie;, , " ' 
. . .", .. ",:.' ". .: . . 
2. All requestS forpersona1leavesbould be submitted at least five (5) days before and must be 
submitted at least forty-eight (48) hours before such anticipated leave, dated and signed by the teacher. 
3. The teacher shall not be required to state the reason for such leave. 
4. Leave for personal business maybe auth9Pzed for days prior to or immediately following 
scheduled holidays at the discretion ofthe Superintendent ofSchools. Unauthorized leave will be deducted 
at 1I200th of the teacher's annual salary. 
E. Emergency Leave 
1. Under conditions where it is absolutely essential that a teacher be absent for reasons ofan 
emergency naturej where no prior notice can be given, such leave will be granted at the discretion of the 
Superintendent. 
2. It is possible that certain unqsual conditions of need or emergency may arise for which a 
teacher would have to request a leave of absence.' The Board ofEducation shall consider the granting of 
such leave only Upon receiving from the teacher a written request for Same. In such cases, the Board of 
Education,at its discretion, may authorize the leave of absence with or without pay. 
3. Emergency leave days shan be deducted from the teacher' ssick leave, bereavement leave, 
or persona1leave depending upon the cause oft1le eniergency. 
F. Childcare Leave 
An employee may request leave of absence for ,care of a newbomor adopted infant not to 
exceed' a maximum of two (2) years provided that three months' advance written request is submitted 
specifying respectively't1le first day upon which the leave is to commence and the day on which it is to 
tenninate. All childcare leaves must fenninate on the daypreceding the commencementofthe first day of 
the school year or the first day ofthe second semester. A teacher On childcare leave tn1,lst confirm in writing 
to the District by April 1sthis/her intent to return the folloWing school year in accordance with the terms of 
the approved childcare leave. 
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G. Professional Conferences andWorkshops 
L It is desirous for all teaching personnel to increase their competencies. Opportunities for the 
same Will be encouraged and provided bydirection of the administration. 
2. When a staffmember hasbeen authorized to attend a professional conference orworkshop 
directly related to hislher professional educational duties, the Board of Education will pay all expenses, 
includi1l.g transportation at the I.R.S. rate, tolls, meals and when the approved conference is at a distance of 
more than sixty-five (65) radial miles from the school building of the teacher's employment, overnight 
_lodging. 
The caps for tpeal cost reimbursement for the teachers atconferences wheremeals arenot provided for asa 
part ofthe conference fees, shall be as follows: 
1. $ 8.50 .. breakfast 
2. 12.50 -lunch 
3. 25.00 - dinner 
3. Authorization Procedure: 
a. Teachers interested in attending professional conferences will submit a request to attend the 
conference or workshop through the Superintendent to the Board for approval. 
b. Authorization requests must be submitted through the Superintendent no latertban the Board 
meeting prior to theQOnference orworkshop date. Requests maybe submitted-atearlier Board meetings to 
facilitate the making ofreservations in advance.­
c. - Such requests must specify the location of the conference or workshop, its duration, the 
subject matter thereof and anticipated expenses for which reimbursement is provided. ­
d. A written r~ort of the conference or workshop must be submitted through the 
Superintendent to the Board by the next Board meeting following the conference or workshop involved but 
not less than two (2) weeks from the end of the conference or workshop. ­
ARTICLE VI • TEACHER PROTECTION 
A. Health Insurance and Benefit Fund 
1. Health It1s4rance ' 
a) The District shall continue its participation in the Orange..Ulster School Districts' Health Plan. 
Effective July 1, 2010, unit members will contribute eight (8%) percent annually towards the monthly 
premiums for individual or family health insurance coverage and effective February 1, 2013, unit members 
will contribute ten (10%) percent annually towards the monthly premiuIi1S for individual or family health 
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insuran~ coverage. Effective February 1, 2015, unit members will contribute ten and one-.ha1:f (1 0.5%) 
percent annually towards the monthly premil1msfoI' incllvidualor family hea1thiIiSutance coverage and 
effective July 1, 2015, wlItmembers will contnlnite eleven (11%) percent annually towards theIIlonthly 
premiums f()r indlvidUal or fam11y health insurance coverage. The Board of EduCation shall assume the 
rernaindetoftheprem.iumforannuallndividual or family coverage. Employees will be pennitted to change 
their eilrolirnent if theymatry dUring the year. . 
b) A Section 115 m.C flexible benefits plan will be provided at no cost to unit members. 
c) The District may switch health insurance planS, provided that the altematecarrier continues to 
provide coveragethtlt is ~ual to or 1)etter than that provided by the Orange...illster School Districts' Health 
Plan in existence at the time the switcb is made; The Association shall be entitled to reviewanypropos81s 
with representatives of the District and the proposed carrier, ifany. In the event the Association does not 
agreethat the proposed plan is cornparable to the pian in effect, that issueshall besubj¢cttoarbitiation prior 
to implementation. .. . . 
c) The District may also opt for the State Health Instlrance Plan. 
2. Benefit Fund 
a) Effective July], 2008, the District shall contribute eight hundred sixtydolJars ($860.00) per unit 
member to the Association's Benefit Fund for those who work fifty percent (50%) or more of full time. 
Effective with the 2014-15 School Year, the District shall contribute eighthundred and eighty-eight dollars 
($888.00) per unit member to the Association's BenefitFund for those who work fifty percent (50%) or 
more offull time and effective with the 2015-16 School Year, the District shall contribute nine hundred and 
.. thirteen dollars ($913.00) per uriittriemoer to the Association's Benefit Fund for those who work fifty 
percent (50%) or more of full time. 
b) District contributions.shall be made fifty percent (50%) on July 1st, twenty-fivepercent (25%) on 
October 1st, and twen.ty~five percent{25%) on January 1st 
c) The Association will provide an auditor's report ofthe Fund's activities to the District at the end 
of each fiscal year; 
3. Compensation for not electing the health plan 
. , . . 
. . ... . 
a) Members of the unit who are currently enrolled in the health inswanceplan who withdrawn-om 
the plan dUring the life of this agreement shall· receive fifteen hundred ($1,500.00) Dollars annually for 
withdrawal from the health insurance provided theyremainuncovered lJ11der suchptan for aperiod 9ftwelve 
(12) consecutive months. Such payinents shall COi:nJ;llence at the end of the twelve (l2)rnonth period and 
shall be made annually each tw~lve (12) months tbereafterprovided the member remains uncovered under 
the plan. Nothingcon(:ained here shall preclude a member from reentering the plan within the twelve(12) 
month period; provided, however, that in theCQSe ofamemberwho reenters in less than twelve (12) months, 
nQ payment shall be made. 
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b) eTA members who choose the buy-outmust produce proofofother health insurance coverage to 
the Administration. 
c) Effective July 1,2001, fifty percent (50%) ofthe savings shall go to the eTA Benefit Fund,up to
 
S83.00perbeneflt fund ril~bet. "Benefit Fund member" is defined as CTAmembers and members ofthe
 
Administration.
 
B. Tenure 
1. All teachers shall serve a probationary period in accordance with the Education Law ofthe
 
State of New York. Uponrequest~ a probatiOnary teacher who has complied with Section 3031 of the
 
Education Law may appear personally before the Board in executivesessipD prior to the nieetirtgat whiCh
 
the Board will acton the Superintendent's recommendations. Su:eh request for art appearance before the
 
Board shall be made at the time the teacher Slibmits a written response, in accordance with S'ection 3031, to
 
the reasonS for the proposed dismissal.
 
2. Observations and written evaluations ofteachers' performances should be completed at
 
least sixty (60) days before the temlination ofprobationary period and the teachers advised oftheir status.
 
C. Teacher Observations 
1. Not later than two (2) weeks subsequent to observation, a conference may be scheduled
 
between the teacher and observer at which time and place a written report shall be given to the teacher.
 
2. All evaluations of classroom observations are to be reported in Written fonn, signed by 
both parties and the date ofsignature recorded for the purpose ofvalidating such observation. Teachers shall 
. receive a copy ofthe observationreport and a copy shall be placed in the teacher's personnel folder. 
3. All non-tenured teachers must be observed at least Once each year pursuant to Section 2 
above. Every effort will be made to make additional observations each year. 
4.This provision shall not be applicable to classroom teachers who are subject to evaluation 
pursuantto the provisions of Section 3012-c of the Education Law and Part 30-2 ofthe Regents Rules . 
D. Teacher Evaluation and Observation 
1. Every teacher shall have the right upon request to review and duplicate the contents ofhislher 
personnel folder. 
.2. This right shall not include permission fora teacher to see confidential material forwarded by . 
a former employer, educational institution, or letters ofreconunendation concetningmattets which arose 
prior to the commencement of the teacher's service in this Distri.ct. 
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.. . . 3. Everyteacher may refuse to havehislher official personnel folder, ot any portion thereof, 
shown except to the Federal and State Governments, prospective employers to which be/she has applied, the 
Board ofEducation ofthis DiStrict~ the administration ofthis District,_or where otherwise required by law. 
. . 
4. PersolUlelmaterials shall be placed in one central folder in the District office designated the 
official persolUlel folder. Befote anydOcunient is placed 'in a teacher's file, the teacher will initial it. 
Initialing shall indicate that the teacher has read the document to be filed. It does not indicate agreement 
with the contents thereof. . 
5.·. Teach~ shall be no~ifie4 immediately of and shall be permitted to see all written 
complaints arising against them after the beginningoftheir service in thisDistrict, and shall have the right to 
make a written reply thereto, which reply shall also be placed in their official persolUlel folder. 
. . 
6. This provision shall not be applicable to classroomteachers who are subject to evaluation 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 3012-c ofthe Education Law and Part 30-2 oftbe Regents Rules 
E. Teacher Protection 
Assistance in Assault Cases 
1. Principals and teachers shall be required to report all cases ofassault suffered by teachers in 
connection with their employment to the Superintendent. The Superintendent shall acknowledge receipt of 
such report in writing. 
2. If a teacher sustains physical or mental injury, or both, by reason of an assault during the 
course of the teacheris employment in this District, the teacher shall be paid full salary for any loss of time 
for a maximUUi period of six (6) months immediately following the assault. 
a. S1.lch paid absences shall not be deducted from any sick leave to which the teacher is entitled 
under this agreement. 
b, The amount ofsal.arypayable by the Districtto such teacher shall be reduCed by any amounts 
.received by the teacher 8$ Workers' Compensation benefits and New York State Disability benefits. 
c. Following an absence ofIllore than five (5) consecutive schooldayS, a doctoes statement shall 
be subnlitted to the Board by the teacher as a condition precedent to further salarypayments pursuant to this 
. article by the District. 
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e. The teacher agrees to reitnburse the District for anysalarypaid to the teacherpursuantto this 
article out ofthe proceeAs ofany recovery in a lawsuit broughtbythe teacher arising out of such assault. 
f. mthe event of a difference ofopinion as to the ilatUre and extent of theteachet' s disability 
between the teacher's physician(s) and the Board's physician(s), the teacher and the Board shall attempt to 
agree upoil any independent physician(s) whose opinion shall be binding on the teacher and the Board. 
F. Workers Compensation' 
Teachers who are injured while perforining their duties shall receive full salary during their 
incapacitation. They shallreeeive full salaryfor up to five (5) work days without any charge against sick 
leave days. Beginning with the sixth day ofabsenee dutto an on-the-job injury, absences will be charged 
against a feacher's sick leave forrecord-ktq)ingpwposes'UIitilthe case is settled. Workers Compensation 
paYments received by the District shall be credited to the teacher's sick leave on a pro-rated basis. 
ARTICLE VII - STAFFING AND TEACHER CONDITIONS 
A. Vacancies 
1. The Board agrees to make every effort to fill vacancies with certified teachers as soon as 
possible after they occur. 
2. The Association shall be notified ofall vacant teaching and extracurricularpositioJ)s in tUtle to 
provide a posting period offifteen (15) school days for new positions and five (5) school days for vacancies 
in existing positions. 
3. There shall be nO restrictions on the District;8 right to givenotice ofvacancies to other sources 
outside the District, except that notice will not be given outside the Disttict before it is given to the 
Association. 
4. In granting a position, length of service in the District and qualifications will be 8ll1011g the 
,consideratiOns but will not restrict the District's right to hire from outside -the District. 
5. All vacancies will be filled at the discretjon of the District, and all applicants within the 
District shall be given notiCe when the vacancy has been filled.Appli~tswithin the District not appointed 
to fill a vacancy 'mayrequeSt a oonference to discuss the matterwith the Superintendent or his/her design~. 
B. Daily Schedule' 
1. Each teacher must be in the school building fifteen (15) minutes prior to the opening ofschool for 
hislher particular school building. ' 
2. All elementarY teachers will be available fot fifteen (15) minutes after the completion of each 
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teacher's schoolbus assignment. 
All high school and middle school teachers may leave the building fifteen (15) minutes after the 
departure ofthe last bus transporting regular Academy students. BOCES stUdents are notregular stud~ts 
for this purpose. 
3.· The lunch periodfor elementary teacherswiU be forty (40) minutes long and the lunch period for 
Chester Academy teachers·will be at least thirty (30) minutes long. This periodmustcoincidewith the class 
assigned to the indiVidual teacher, except where classes are departmentalized. Teachers may leave the 
building for this period. 
4. Teachers finding it necessary to leave the building at times other than their lunch period will 
request pennission from the building principal, which will not be arbitrarily refused. 
5. The t~chers ~re fillowed a planning period ofnotless than thirty (30) minutes to betakenduring 
the school day in addition to their lunch period. 
6. A substitute teacher must be provided for an absent special teacher to assure the elementary 
teacher's planning peliod. If none is provided, teachers will be compensated as provided in Article VII 
(D)(4). 
C. Calendar 
1. The school calendar as recommended by the District Superintendent for Orange County and 
. 
adopted by the Board of Education shall apply to this agreement. 
. 
2. Teachers will have a maximum of 184 instructional days plus three (3) Superintendent's 
. Conference days. The CTA shall be consulted prior to the scheduling ofa third Superintendent's Conference 
Day. Superintendent's Conference Days may be used to mark NYS Exams, ifnecessary; Ifthe completion of 
the school year results in 1820r more instructional dayS, the next to last day will be a halfinstructional day. 
Middle and High School teachers will work the whole day if a Regents examination is given in the 
.. afternoon. Ifthe completion ofthe school year result:$ in 181 ormore instruetionaldays, the last day will be 
used for staffto.completethecheck~outprocedure. Instru~tional days are defined as when students are in 
attendance in school. . 
3. Teachers new to the Districtmay be required to report to the District two (2) days prior to the 
general teacher's meeting and will not be compensated for these days. 
4. Teacher attendance at approved District conferences is mandatory provided that suc)} 
conference is held on adayon which school would norIilally be in session. 
. D. Teaching Assignments 
1. All teachers not on leave shall be notified in writing of their tentative assignments for the 
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3. As a matterofprofessional courtesy; sec<mdary teachers assigned to the Chester Academy, 
including Special Ed~tion Teachers, shall have a maximum of four cotls~tive instructional 
periods/obligations as partoftheir daily work schedule. Ifthen~arisesto schedule such teacherstotnore 
than four instructional periods/obligationsin a row, the Superinttmclent and/orBuilding Principal shallmeet, 
With the teacher and Associationrepresentative to review the scheduling necessity 
4. Effective July 1,2014, in the event a Middle or Senior HighSchool teacher is regularly 
assigned for a sixth class period, such assignI1lent shall be compensated,at the rate ofthirty ($30.00) Dollars, 
including preparation tiil'iefor each class period. A sixth classroomassignnienl shall be made only after a 
meeting between the person involved and the Superintendent Or hls/her designee, atwhich time the reasons 
for the assignment will be discussed. '111e petson sUbject to a sixth classrooJil assignmerit may, upon request, 
be accompanied by a representative of the Association. 
Notwithstanding the above, Monday through Thursday, teachers at the secondary level, in lieu 
ofa second preparation period maybe assigned to perform academIC intervention servic~ as defined in New 
York State Law, but not to exceed any two days in a week. The District may, however, assign up to two 
additional periods Monday throughThursday in lieu ofa second preparation period, with payment at the rate 
set forth at Article VII(D)(3). 
Any teacher assigned to a sixth class during a semester shall not be assigned to academic 
intervention services (AIS) that same semester. 
5. As a matter ofprofessionalIsm, teacherS recOgnize that emergencies arise which 
cannot be reasonably anticipated by the Administration. In such circumstances they agree to substitute for 
then-professional Colleagues. They shall be compensated at the'tate oftWellty-one ($21.00) Dollarsper class 
period. Teachers shall be entitled to sucbpaymentcomrnencing with the first period of such substitute 
service. For ptttposes ofthis section, th~ unavailabilityofsubstitutes sha11 ¢OilStihite ail emergencysituation 
where the District ha~ made a good faith, but unsuccessful, effort to ~ecure su.bstitutes.·· Teachers may not 
refuse a coverage assignment. . 
6. All teachers (excluding the schoolnurse, psychologist, and BOCESpetsonnel) present in the 
building shall shlU"e in bus supervision On an equitable basis in accord81l~ with the best interest of the 
students. It is understood that the District will make every effort to comply in accordance.with the above 
stated objective to share such duty. 
7. Teachers assigned to administratively-approved hourly work, such as curriculum writing, . 
during the year or after the faculty has left for the summer" shall be compensated at the rate oftwenty-five 
dollats ($25.00) pethout. VoluntaI'y ill-service held on a non-teacherworlc day will be reimburstXl at either . 
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the per~diem substitute rate or with in-service credit, at the unit member's option" Teacher$ who attend 
workshops, det«mined by the Superintendent to be essential to meeting the District's needs, shall be 
compensated at the above stated hourly rates. 
8. Teachers who perform regularwork beyond the school year at the requestofthe District will 
receive 1I20Otb of the annual rate per day or an hourly rate based upon the annual salary. 
9. Ifa grant is received bythe District and the teacher opts to perfOtln the work, the teacherWill 
receive the rate ofpay provided by the grant. 
10. Teachers who perfonn chaperoning duties for approved events after school in the evenings 
$d weekends, and who are assigned toa.ro. supervision shall be compensated at the rate of pay for' 
chaperones as outlined in Schedule "E". 
n. When a child with a disabilityis placed in an inclusion program, the teachers will receive 
timely notification, training; mutual planning time (in addition to the regular planning time) not to exceed 
fOl.lT(4) times per year. 
In dealing with students, instructional staffwill not: a) change diapers, b) toilet, c) administer medication or 
perfonn medical procedures, d) perform tasks relating to students' persona] hygiene, e) lift or carry except in 
emergency situations. 
E. Consolidation 
1. The Board and Administration of Chester Union Free School District in the event of 
annexation or consolidation ofthe Chester School Union Free School District, shall meet withtheCTA and 
discuss placement of teachers in the unified district. 
2. The Superintendent will: 
a) In addition to the above discussions will recommend for positions in the unified district, to 
the unified district's ChiefSchool Administrator, those teachers on tenure and those noil-tenure teachers who 
would have been recommended for continuance in the Chester School District (ununified). 
b) Contact other area school districts and attempt to place$y teachers in (a) above who: (1) do 
not desire to serve in the unified district, (2) for wbompositions are not available in the unified district. 
p, Paraprofessionals 
It is the policy of the District to eliminate, as soon as possible, all non-teaching duties for teachers 
with the exception of study hall supervision. 
LWhenever possible, paraprofessionals will be used to relieve teachers from non-teaching 
duties. 
. . 
. 2. Aides will be assigned to lunchtime supervision to assist the one teacher assigned to such 
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dutY~ Said teacher must be available ifthe aide needs to contact him. 
G. FacultyMeetings 
1. Attendance at faculty meetings is mandatory unless excused by the bU11ding principal. 
. . .... 
2. Monday afternoon, after student dismissal, will be the time established fo.r tegularmeetings 
oftheentirestafforbuildihgmeetings. Dayofweek/time ofday for faculty meetings may be changed, by 
mutual agreement between administration and teachlngstaff..Facultymeetingswill be.held as needed with a 
minimum ofone per month. 
3. Teachers shall be given at least twenty-four (24) holll"S notice of-meetings except in 
emergencies. 
4. The District and the Union recognizethelleedfor T~chers to serve on State mandated 
committees. Teachers shall be allowed to freelych.oose whichco1l)i:ilittee they will join. COttlinittees will 
meet a maximum ofoile time per mo~th, during the time and in themannerset forth above, unlessmutually 
agreed upon by the District and the Association 
H. Standardized Tests 
Standardized tests such as Intelligence Tests and AchievementTests, exclusiveofacademicRegents 
exams, shall he marked by testing service or substitute rather than by classroom teachers. 
1. Graduation Exercises 
. . 
Attendance at graduation exet;cisessponsored by the District is required Of all teachers and is 
creditable as one (1) prof~s~iol1al evening activity UilderArticle VIU (A). Tea.chers assigned at two (2) 
buildings shall be required to attend both graduations as ifsuch, attendancewas at one (1) evenmg activity. 
1.A teacher may be excu~ed frolll su~h exercises by the Superintendent of Schools ifa written 
. application ismade before June 10th, 
2. When highschool graduation and/or moving up ceremonies are scheduled after the last day of 
school; teacherattendanee will be voluntary. Those who receive a stipend under Schedule "B" of 
the negotiated agreement for workrelated to graduation or moving up ceremonies are expected to 
attend. . 
J. Field Trips 
1, Field trips extending beyond the teacher's daily schedule will be compensated at the fee 
established fQr chaperones. This also applies to field trips scheduled for non-school days. 
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2. The District reserves the right for the Superintendent to assign professional personnel to those' 
activities requiring the supervisionofusageofscbool properties aridsafeguaiding the welfare ofstudents. 
K. In-Service Academy 
An In-Service Academy haS been established to supplementp:rofessional d~yelopm~t opportunities 
offered by the District. The parties agr~ that,the IIi-S~ce Academy will not be the primary-source of 
professional development and that pamcipation and teaching in theAcademywill be strictly ona voluntary 
basis. No probationary or non-tenured Unit member will be a*edor directed by any member of the 
'Administration to teach an IIi-Service course at any time. IIi-Service course teachers shall be compensated at 
the rate ofthirty-five dollars ($35.00) per hour for 'the time they spend preparing fot and teaching thecourse. 
ARTICLE VIII - GENERAL CONDITIONS 
A. Professional Evening Activities 
Each unit member shall be required to attend up to four (4) Board sponsored professional 
evening activities per school year. Such activities would include graduation, open house, parent teacher 
conferencing, and evening award ceremonies. A teacher may be requested to make a presentation to the 
Board ofEducation on a mutually agreed Board date during the school year. 
B. Copies ofAgreement 
All professional personnel shall be provided with copies of this agreement at District 
expense as soon as possible after ratification. 
C. Reduction in Force 
1. The District will make every effort to give as much advance notice as possible to teachers' 
whose positions are being eliminated. 
. .. : . : :: . ." 
2. Teachers whose positions are elitnin,ated due to reduction in force shall be pemtitted to 
continue coverage under their group health insurance plan in theDistrict for eighteen (18)months bypaying 
the full cost ofsuch continued coverage to the District, provided they are ineligible for coverage under any 
other group health insurance plan. ' ' 
3. The District shall provide the Association with a list of teachers in the District at the 
beginIling ofeach school year showing the length ofservice ofe'ach teacherin the District. Such list shall be 
deemed accurate unless the District is advised in writing to the contrary within thirty (30) days from the time 
the list is received by the Association. " ' 
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D. Student Teachers 
The bistrietwill consUlt with the affected ilidividualmemberS of the teaching staffprior to 
all assignments ()fstudent teachers. Under nb clrcumstari6es 'shall the District assign a student teacher to 
ac1assroom without the express consent of that classroom's regular teacher. 
E. Travel Setween Buildings 
TheDistrict shallpay unit members whose work requires travel between districtbuildings at 
the cu1TeIltlR.S. ntileagerate. 
F. Distance Learning 
The District notes the concerns expressed by the eTA reg~ing the impact of Distance 
Learning on terms and conditions ofthis contract. The Districtagrees to discuss contractual implications of 
distance learning with the eTA should Distance Leanllrig be considered. 
ARTICLE IX • GRIEVANCEPROCEDURE 
A. Purpose 
1. The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, 
equitable solutions to grievances, which may from time to time arise. 
, ,2. Both parties agree that these proceedings will be kept as,infonnal and confidential as may be 
appropriate at any level ofthe procedure. ' 
3. Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any teacher having a 
grievance to discuss the matter informallywith any appropriate member ofthe administration and l:1aving the 
grievance adjusted withou(intervention of'the Association,provided the adjusbnent is not inconsistent with 
the tenns oftbis agreement. ,,' ' " '. ' " " " ", ", , 
4. 'Both parties agree that in the event of alleged grievance, coercion,interference, restraint, 
, reprisal or discrimination win'not be eJtercisedby either party and prompt action -Will be taken in,the best 
interests of the school, commuriity, students, teachers and Board. ' 
,B. Definitions 
1. Agrievance is a claim based upon an event or ¢Ondition which effects thewelfare 
orconditions ofemployment ofa teacher or group ofteachers arising from the language ofthe agreement, an 
. alleged breach thereOf, ot the policies of the Board.. 
2. It is expressiyunderstood that a claim "ased upon an event or conditionwhich does not affect 
the weifareor cOnditions of employment of a member ofthe negotiating unit described in Article I ofthis 
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contract will 'not constitute agrievance~ . 
3. An aggrieved person is the person or persons making the claim~ 
4. A party in interest is the person or persons making the claim and anyperson or persons who 
might be required to take action or against whom action might be taken in order to resolve the claim.· .. 
5. The term Supervisor shall mean any department chairman, principal, assistant principal, 
immediate supervisor, or other administrative or supervisory officer responsible for the area in which an 
alleged griev~cearises. . 
6. Grievance Committee is the committee created by and constituted by the Chester
 
Teachers' Association.
 
C. Time Limits 
1. Since it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number ofdays 
indicated at each level should be considered as maximum, and every effort should be made to expedite the 
process. 
2. Ifappropriate action is not taken by the grievant within the time limit specified, the grievance 
will be deemed settled on the basis of the disposition at the preceding level. 
3. The time limit specified may, however, be e)(tended by mutual agreement. 
4. All alleged grievances must be initiated Within thirty (30) school days after the aggrieved 
party knew or should have knowli of the act or condition on which the grievance is based. If such alleged 
grievance is not initiated within such time, it will then be considered waived. 
D. Procedure 
I. Level One 
J .1. A teacher with a grievance will first discuss it with mslher principal or immediate 
.supervisor, either directly or through a representative of the Grievance Committee, with the objective of 
resolvfug the matter infottilally; 
1.2. The building principal or immediate supervisor with a grievance will first discuss it with 
the Chairperson of the Grievance CQmmittee, with the objective of resolving the matter infOimally. 
2. Level Two 
2.1. Ifth,e aggrieved person is nQt satisfied with the disposition ofhislher grievance at Level 
One, or if no decision has been rendered within ten (10) school days after presentation·of the grievance, . 
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he/she may file the grievance in writingWith the Chairperson ofthe Grievance Committee. Withinten (10) 
school days after .receiving the. Written grievance, the Chairperson or Slipervisor will refer it to the 
Superintendent 
2.2. The Superintendent will represent the administration at this level of the grievance· 
procedures' Within t~ (1 Q)school daYS after receipt ofthe written grievanceby the Sup.erintendent, he/she· 
will meet with the aggrieYed personol- persons in an effort to resolve the alleged grievance. 
. 2.3. Within ten (10) school da~after receipt ofthe written grievanceby the President ofthe 
Chester Teachers' Association from the Superintendent, he/she will meet with the Superintendent in an 
effort to resolve the alleged grievailce. 
2.4. If a teacher does not file a grievance inwriting with the Chairperson of the Grievance 
Coiniltittee and the written griev3rice is not forwarded to the Slipermtendentwithin thirty (30) school·days 
after the teacher knew or should have known ofthe act or condition on which the alleged grievance is based, 
then, the alleged grievance will be considered as waived. 
2.5. Ifthe Superintendent does not file a grievance in writing with the President ofthe Chester 
Teachers' Association within thirty (30) school days after helshe knew or should have known of the act or 
condition on which the alleged grievance is based, then, the alleged grievance will be considered ·as waived. 
3. Level Three 
3.1. Ifthe aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition ofhislher alleged grievance 
at Level Two, or ifno decision has beenrendered within ten (10) school days after helshehas first met with 
the Superintendent, he/she may file the alleged grievance in writingwith the Chairperson ofthe Grievance 
Committee to initiate Level Three. 
3.2. Ifthe aggrieved person is not satisfied with the dispositionofhislher alleged grievance 
at Level Two, or ifno decision has been renderedwithin ten (l0) school days after he/she has first met with 
the Chester Teachers' Association President, he/she may file the aUegedgrievance in writing with the Board 
ofEdueation to initillteLevel TIrree. 
. 3.3. Within ten (lO) school days after receiving the written alleged grievance, the 
Chairperson oftheGrievance Committee will refetit to the President ofthe Board ofEducation and a copy 
of the grievance will be filed with the SuperintendeIlt. 
. . 
3.4. Within ten (1 0) school days after receiving the written alleged grievance, a committee 
of the Board will meet with the aggrieved person or the Grievance Committee for the purpose ofr~solving 
the grievance. 
3.5. Theultiri:iate decision on the grievance atLevel Three will~ however, be renderecl by 
voting quorum of the·Board within fifteen (15) school days after the meeting with the committee of the 
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4. Level Four - Arbitr~tion 
4.1. After the decision has been rendered in writing by the Board of EducatioIi, if the 
teacher and/or the Association are not satisfied with the decision at Level Three, and the Association 
determines that the grievance is meritorious,it maysubmlrthe.grievanceto arbitration by written nbtice to 
the Board of Education within fifteen (15) school days of the decision at Level Three.. AlI requests for 
arbitnition shall be made by the Chester Teachers' Association exclusively in thenaine of the Chester 
Teachers' Association. .. 
4.2. Within ten (10) school days, after suchwritten notice ofsubtnission to arbitration, the . 
Board of Education and the Association will select ~ arbitrator. If the two parties cannot agree on an 
arbitrator, a request for a list of arbitrators will bemade to the American Arbitrator Associatioilby either 
party. The parties will thenbe bound by the rules and procedures ofthe American Arbitrator Association in 
the selection of the arbitrator. .. . 
4.3. The arbitrator will bear the matter promptly and will issue a decision ilot later than 
fourteen (14) calendar days from the date of the close ofthe hearing, or iforal hearings have been waived, 
then from the date of the final statements and probfs are SUbmitted.· The arbitrator's decision will be in 
writing and will set forth the findings of fact, reasoning and conclusions on the issues. 
4.4. The arbitrator shall have no" power or authority to make any decision, which requires 
the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is in violation ofthe terms of this agreement. 
4.5. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties. 
4.6. The cost for services ofthe arbitratotwill be borne equally by the Board ofEducation 
and the Association. . . . 
E. Rights ofTeachers to Representation 
1. Any partyin interest may be represented atall levels ofthe grievanceprocedure by a person of 
his/her own Choosing, except helshe may Iiotbe represented by a,representative or by an officer ofany 
teacher organization other than the Association. . 
. . .. . '. : ..: . . 
. . . 
2,When a teacher is not represented bytheAssociation, theAssociatiollwill have the right to be 
present and to state its views at all levels of the grievance procedures; . 
F. Miscellaneous 
. ..: .. :. .. . . 
. .. . . 
. 1. Decisions rendered at Level Two and Three of the grievance procedure will bein writing 
setting forth the decisioil and the reasons therefore and will be tra1lSmitted promptly t<> a11 partie$ in interest 
and the Chairperson of the Grievance Committee. ... , . 
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. 2. All documents, et>trn11u.mcations and reCords dealingwith the processing ofa grievancewill 
be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants. 
3. Fonns fOT :tilin~ grievance, serving notices, taking appeals, making reports and 
recommendations, and othernecessary dOC\lll1e:nts will be j ointlyprepared by the parties to this agreement 
and given appropriatedis~bution by the Superintendent so as to facilitate operation of the grievance 
procedure. . 
. . 
4. Any grievant who elects to pursue any legal or statutory remedy will be barred from any 
further or subsequent proceedings for reliefunder the provisions of this article. 
. ... 5. The processing of grievances on Levels One, Two and Three shall be conducted at a time 
when· school is not in session. Should a teacher or Association representative be required to attend an 
arbitratiotl proceeding brought against the teacher or Association, held during a time when school is in 
session; they shall be released.without loss ofpayor benefits. 
6. The S~perintendent shall be responsible for accumulating and maintaining an Official 
Grievance Record which shall consist of the written grievance, all exhibits, transcripts, communications, 
minutes andlor notes oftestimony, as the casemay be, written arguments and briefs considered lit all levels 
other thallat Level One and all written decisions at all levels. 
6.1 Minutes ofall proceedings in Level Two shall coQsist of the notes ofchief 
. . . 
school administrator; which shall be a summary of aU witnesses,evidence presented, exhibits, etc. 
. . 6.2. Official minutes ofall proceedings atLevellbreewill be kept by the Clerk oftheBoard. 
A copy ofsuchminutes will be made available to the aggrieved partyand the Grievance Committeewithin 
ten (10) school days after the conclusion ofhearings atLevel Three and they will within five (5) school days 
advise the Superintendent ofany errors in said minutes. Any such claim oferror inth.eminutes shall become 
a part of the official grievllnce record and shall reflect the disposition of such alleged error. The official 
grievance record shall be available for inspection and/or copying by the aggrieved party, the Grievance 
Committee, and the Board, but shall not be deemed a public record. 
6.3, TheBoard ofEducation and theAssociation agree to facilitate any investigationwhich 
may be required an<i to make available any and all materials and relevant docunients,cOmrnumcations, and 
records conceniing the alleged grievance, with the exception oftraditionally confidential matter induding 
but not limited to notes of the Board in executive session. 
7. Except as otherwise provided, an aggrieved partyand&1Y party in interest shall have the 
right at all levels of li grievance, except Level One, to confront and croSs examille~ subject to the general 
rules of administrative hearings, all witnesses lind to be furnished with a copy of any minutes of the 
proceedingS made at each and every level. 
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8. All grievances shall include the name and position ofthe aggrieved party, the identity ofthe 
provisions of this Agreement or Board policy as involved in the alleged grievance, the time when and the 
place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance existed, the identity of the party 
responsible for causing the said events or conditions, ifk:nown to the aggrieved party, and general statement 
ofthe nature of the grievance and the redress sought by the aggrieved party. 
ARTICLE X - BOARD POLICY, LAW 
A. All matters concerning employment not covered by this contract shall be governed by the 
policies established by the Board ofEducation. 
B. The Association shall be furnished with a copy of the policies ofthe Board which relate to 
the tenns and conditions of employment of teachers. The Board shall be furnished with a copy of the 
Constitution, By-Laws and Policies, if any, of the Association. Said documents shall be exchanged 
between the parties prior to September 1st of each contract year. 
ARTICLE XI - DURATION 
A. This agreement shall become effective retroactively to July 1, 20I0 and shall continue in 
effect until June 30, 2016. 
B. IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY 
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL 
NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN 
APPROVAL. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this agreement has been executed by the Board and the Association the day 
and year first above written. 
CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT CHESTER TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION 
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APPENDIX A 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BY AND BETWEEN THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND BOARD OF EDUCATION 
OF THE CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT, hereinafter referred to as "the District" 
and THE CHESTER TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, hereinafter referred to as "the Association"; 
WHEREBY, the parties believe it to be in their mutual best interests to specify the method ofpayment 
for the monetary provisions of Article N(D) of the parties' 2006-2010 Collectively Negotiated 
Agreement, by providing that all payments shall be by non-elective employer direct contributions to 
eligible unit members' Section 403(b) Tax Sheltered Annuities, paid upon retirement, as set forth below; 
NOW, THEREFORE, effective on the date ofexecution, the Employer and the Association agree to the 
following terms: 
MANDATORY CLAUSES 
No Cash Option: No employee may receive cash in lieu of or as an alternative to any of the 
Employer's Non-elective Contribution(s) described herein. 
Contribution Limitations: In any applicable year, the maximum Employer Contribution shall 
not cause an employee's 403(b) account to exceed the applicable contribution limit under 
§415(c)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code, as adjusted for cost of living increases, using the 
calendar year for determining the contribution limit. For Employer non-elective contributions 
made post-employment to a former employee's 403(b) account, the contribution limit shall be 
based on the employee's compensation, as detennined under Section 403(b)(3) ofthe Code and, in 
any event, no Employer non-elective contribution shall be made on behalf of such former 
employee after the fourth taxable year following the taxable year in which that employee 
terminated employment. 
In the event that the calculation ofthe Employer non-elective contribution referenced in any ofthe 
preceding paragraphs exceed the applicable contribution limits, the excess amount shall be 
handled by the Employer as follows: 
A.	 For all members in the New York State Teachers Retirement System ("TRS") with a 
membership date before June 17, 1971 2 and for all members in the New York State 
Employees' Retirement System regardless of their membership date, the Employer 
shall first make an Employer non-elective contribution up to the contribution limit of the 
Internal Revenue Code and then pay any excess amount as compensation directly to the 
2Exp1anation for TRS Categories: Under Education Law §501(11)(a), the calculation of a pre-June 17, 1971 TRS Tier 1 
member's last five years final average salary (upon which a member's lifetime pension is, in part, calculated), includes any non­
ordinary income (such as termination pay) which is received as compensation prior to December 31st ofthe year ofretirement. 
Thus, such a member would benefit from receiving as compensation in their final year of employment that portion of the 
Employer non-elective contribution, which is in excess of the maximum contribution limits of IRC §415. 
The final average salary of all other members of the TRS (i.e., all TRS members with a membership date on or 
after June 17, 1971) may not include any fonn oftermil.1ation pay; therefore, the Employer's post-retirement payment into 
the employee's 403 (b) account of that portion of the Employer non-elective contribution, which is in excess of the 
maximum contribution limits of IRC §415, may be more advantageous for those members. 
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employee. In no instance shall the employee have any rights to, including the ability to 
receive, any excess amount as compensation unless and until the contribution limit ofthe 
Internal Revenue Code is fully met through payment of the Employer's non-elective 
contribution; and 
B.	 For all members in the TRS with a membership date in the TRS on or after June 17, 1971, the 
employee shall first make an Employer non-elective contribution up to the contribution limit 
of the Internal Revenue Code. To the extent that the Employer non-elective contribution 
exceeds the contribution limit, such excess shall be reallocated to the employee the following 
year as an Employer non-elective contribution (which contribution shall not exceed the 
maximum amount permitted under the Code), and in January ofthe following year for up to 
four (4) years after the year of the Employee's employment severance, until such time as the 
Employer's non-elective contribution is fully deposited into the employee's 403(b) account. 
In no case shall the Employer non-elective contribution exceed the contribution limit ofthe 
Internal Revenue Code. 
3.	 403(b) Accounts: Employer contributions shall be deposited into the 403(b) account selected by 
employee to receive Employer contributions, provided such account will accept Employer non­
elective contributions. Ifthe employee does not designate a 403(b) account to receive Employer's 
contributions, or if the account designated will not accept Employer's non-elective contributions 
for any reason, then Employer shall deposit contributions, in the name ofthe employee, into an 
endorsed/approved 403(b) program. 
4.	 Tier I Adjustments: Tier I members with membership dates prior to June 17, 1971, Employer 
non-elective contribution hereunder will be reported as non-regular compensation to the New 
York State Teachers' Retirement System. 
5.	 This MOA shall be subject to IRS regulations and rUlings. Should any portion be declared 
contrary to law, then such portion shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, but all other portions 
shall continue in full force and effect. As to those portions declared contrary to law, the 
Association and Employer shall promptly meet and alter those portions in order to provide tile 
same or similar benefit(s) which confornl, as closest as possible, to the original intent of the 
parties. 
6.	 Employer Non-Elective Contributions Equal to Termination Pay: The Employer agrees to 
make an Employer non-elective contribution to the 403(b) account ofeach covered employee who 
severs their employment with the Employer during the contract year and who is eligible to apply 
for and who commences their retirement from the state sponsored retirement system. The amount 
ofthe Employer non-elective contribution shall be the amount set forth at Article IV(D) for those 
unit members eligible for that benefit. The Employer shall make the contribution described in 
paragraph 2, herein above. Payment shall be made between June 30th and December 15t of the 
calendar year of retirement. 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
Teachers' Salary Schedule"A"
 
For The School Year 2010-11
 
A B C 0 E F 
BA+30 BA+60 MA+30
.slm aA MA liJ.II:&i 
1 46,836 49,731 51,533 52,774 54,711 35,596 
2 48,336 51,357 53,232 54,508 56,441 36,735 
3 49,837 52,985 54,931 56,243 58,169 37,877 
4 51,339 54,610 56,630 57,978 59,903 39,017 
5 52,839 56,238 58,333 59,712 61,631 40,157 
6 54,412 57,865 60,127 61,428 63,403 41,353 
7 55,982 59,493 61,923 63,141 65,175 42,546 
8 57,551 61,118 63,717 64,860 66,947 43,739 
9 59,122 62,746 65,512 66,576 68,720 44,933 
10 60,694 64,369 67,308 68,295 70,496 46,127 
11 62,257 65,869 68,821 69,774 72,021 47,315 
12 63,821 67,364 70,332 71,255 73,547 48,504 
13 65,380 68,858 71,845 72,736 75,074 49,688 
14 66,946 70,356 73,358 74,212 76,600 50,879 
15 68,498 71,858 74,870 75,695 78,130 
16 70,064 73,353 76,384 77,176 79,660 
17 71,625 74,848 77,897 78,654 81,184 
18 73,188 76,342 79,411 80,133 82,715 
19 74,203 78,541 81,679 83,179 85,695 
19 (1) 80,466 84,806 87,941 89,443 91,959 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
Teachers' Salary Schedule "A"
 
For The School Year 201l~12
 
A B C D E F 
.Slm .BA BA+3Q MA BA+6Q MA+3Q .ttwu 
1 46,836 49,731 51,533 52,774 54,711 35,595 
2 48,336 51,357 53,232 54,508 56,441 36,735 
3 49,837 52,985 54,931 56,243 58,169 37,876 
4 51,339 54,610 56,630 57,978 59,903 39,018 
5 52,839 56,238 58,333 59,712 61,631 40,158 
6 54,412 57,865 60,127 61,428 63,403 41,353 
7 55,982 59,493 61,923 63,141 65,175 42,546 
8 57,551 61,118 63,717 64,860 66,947 43,739 
9 59,122 62,746 65,512 66,576 68,720 44,933 
10 60,694 64,369 67,308 68,295 70,496 46,127 
11 62,257 65,869 68,821 69,774 72,021 47,315 
12 63,821 67,364 70,332 71,255 73,547 48,504 
13 65,380 68,858 71,845 72,736 75,074 49,689 
14 66,946 70,356 73,358 74,212 76,600 50,879 
15 68,498 71,858 74,870 75,695 78,130 
16 70,064 73,353 76,384 77,176 79,660 
17 71,625 74,848 77,897 78,654 81,184 
18 73,188 76,342 79,411 80,133 82,715 
19 74,203 78,541 81,679 83,179 85,695 
19 (1) 80,466 84,806 87,941 89,443 91,959 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Teachers' Salary Schedule tI A" 
For The School Year 2014-15 (7/1/2012 -1/31/13) 
A B C D E F 
BA+3Q BA+60 MA+3QWG .eA .MA ~ 
1 46,836 49,731 51,533 52,774 54,711 35,595 
2 48,336 51,357 53,232 54,508 56,441 36,735 
3 49,837 52,985 54,931 56,243 58,169 37,876 
4 51,339 54,610 56,630 57,978 59,903 39,018 
5 52,839 56,238 58,333 59,712 61,631 40,158 
6 54,412 57,865 60,127 61,428 63,403 41,353 
7 55,982 59,493 61,923 63,141 65,175 42,546 
8 57,551 61,118 63,717 64,860 66,947 43,739 
9 59,122 62,746 65,512 66,576 68,720 44,933 
10 60,694 64,369 67,308 68,295 70,496 46,127 
11 62,257 65,869 68,821 69,774 72,021 47,315 
12 63,821 67,364 70,332 71,255 73,547 48,504 
13 65,380 68,858 71,845 72,736 75,074 49,689 
14 66,946 70,356 73,358 74,212 76,600 50,879 
15 68,498 71,858 74,870 75,695 78,130 
16 70,064 73,353 76,384 77,176 79,660 
17 71,625 74,848 77,897 78,654 81,184 
18 73,188 76,342 79,411 80,133 82,715 
19 74,203 78,541 81,679 83,179 85,695 
19 (1) 80,466 84,806 87,941 89,443 91,959 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Teachers' Salary Schedule"A" 
For The School Year 2012-13 (2/1/2013 -6/30/13) 
A B C 0 E F 
8A+30 8A+60 MA+30~ .aA .MA HwJiI 
1 46,836 49,731 51,533 52,774 54,711 35,595 
2 48,336 51,357 53,232 54,508 56,441 36,735 
3 49,837 52,985 54,931 56,243 58,169 37,876 
4 51,339 54,610 56,630 57,978 59,903 39,018 
5 52,839 56,238 58,333 59,712 61,631 40,158 
6 54,412 57,865 60,127 61,428 63,403 41,353 
7 55,982 59,493 61,923 63,141 65,175 42,546 
8 57,551 61,118 63,717 64,860 66,947 43,739 
9 59,122 62,746 65,512 66,576 68,720 44,933 
10 60,694 64,369 67,308 68,295 70,496 46,127 
11 62,257 65,869 68,821 69,774 72,021 47,315 
12 63,821 67,364 70,332 71,255 73,547 48,504 
13 65,380 68,858 71,845 72,736 75,074 49,689 
14 66,946 70,356 73,358 74,212 76,600 50,879 
15 68,498 71,858 74,870 75,695 78,130 
16 70,064 73,353 76,384 77,176 79,660 
17 71,625 74,848 77,897 78,654 81,184 
18 73,188 76,342 79,411 80,133 82,715 
19 74,203 78,541 81,679 83,179 85,695 
19 (1) 80,466 84,806 87,941 89,443 91,959 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
Teachers' Salary Schedule "A"
 
For The School Year 2013-14
 
A B C 0 E F 
WIll DA BA+3Q IdA BA+6Q MA+3Q tiw:u 
1 47,304 50,228 52,048 53,302 55,258 35,951 
2 48,819 51,871 53,764 55,053 57,005 37,102 
3 50,335 53,515 55,480 56,805 58,751 38,255 
4 51,852 55,156 57,196 58,558 60,502 39,408 
5 53,367 56,800 58,916 60,309 62,247 40,559 
6 54,956 58,444 60,728 62,042 64,037 41,767 
7 56,542 60,088 62,542 63,772 65,827 42,972 
8 58,127 61,729 64,354 65,509 67,616 44,177 
9 59,713 63,373 66,167 67,242 69,407 45,382 
10 61,301 65,013 67,981 68,978 71,201 46,589 
11 62,880 66,528 69,509 70,472 72,741 47,789 
12 64,459 68,038 71,035 71,968 74,282 48,989 
13 66,034 69,547 72,563 73,463 75,825 50,186 
14 67,615 71,060 74,092 74,954 77,366 51,387 
15 69,183 72,577 75,619 76,452 78,911 
16 70,765 74,087 77,148 77,948 80,457 
17 72,341 75,596 78,676 79,441 81,996 
18 73,920 77,105 80,205 80,934 83,542 
19 74,945 79,326 82,496 84,011 86,552 
19 (1) 81,271 85,654 88,820 90,337 92,879 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Teachers' Salary Schedule"A" 
For The School Year 2014-15 (July 1, 2014 - Nov. 30, 2014) 
A B C 0 E F 
BA+3Q 1M BA+6Q MA+3Q~ Ii! .tiw:u 
1 47,304 50,228 52,048 53,302 55,258 35,951 
2 48,819 51,871 53,764 55,053 57,005 37,102 
3 50,335 53,515 55,480 56,805 58,751 38,255 
4 51,852 55,156 57,196 58,558 60,502 39,408 
5 53,367 56,800 58,916 60,309 62,247 40,559 
6 54,956 58,444 60,728 62,042 64,037 41,767 
7 56,542 60,088 62,542 63,772 65,827 42,972 
8 58,127 61,729 64,354 65,509 67,616 44,177 
9 59,713 63,373 66,167 67,242 69,407 45,382 
10 61,301 65,013 67,981 68,978 71,201 46,589 
11 62,880 66,528 69,509 70,472 72,741 47,789 
12 64,459 68,038 71,035 71,968 74,282 48,989 
13 66,034 69,547 72,563 73,463 75,825 50,186 
14 67,615 71,060 74,092 74,954 77,366 51,387 
15 69,183 72,577 75,619 76,452 78,911 
16 70,765 74,087 77,148 77,948 80,457 
17 72,341 75,596 78,676 79,441 81,996 
18 73,920 77,105 80,205 80,934 83,542 
19 74,945 79,326 82,496 84,011 86,552 
19 (1) 81,271 85,654 88,820 90,337 92,879 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Teachers' Salary Schedule It A" 
For The School Year 2014-15 (Dec. 1,2014 - June 30, 2015) 
A B C 0 E F 
.slIR DA BA+30 .MA BA+6Q MA+30 .tiLI.wl 
1 48,014 50,981 52,829 54,102 56,087 36,491 
2 49,551 52,649 54,570 55,879 57,860 37,659 
3 51,090 54,318 56,312 57,657 59,632 38,828 
4 52,630 55,983 58,054 59,436 61,410 39,999 
5 54,168 57,652 59,800 61,214 63,181 41,168 
6 55,780 59,321 61,639 62,973 64,998 42,393 
7 57,390 60,989 63,480 64,729 66,814 43,616 
8 58,999 62,655 65,319 66,492 68,630 44,839 
9 60,609 64,324 67,160 68,251 70,448 46,063 
10 62,221 65,988 69,001 70,013 72,269 47,288 
11 63,823 67,526 70,552 71,529 73,832 48,505 
12 65,426 69,059 72,101 73,048 75,396 49,724 
13 67,025 70,590 73,651 74,565 76,962 50,939 
14 68,629 72,126 75,203 76,078 78,526 52,158 
15 70,221 73,666 76,753 77,599 80,095 
16 71,826 75,198 78,305 79,117 81,664 
17 73,426 76,730 79,856 80,633 83,226 
18 75,029 78,262 81,408 82,148 84,795 
19 76,069 80,516 83,733 85,271 87,850 
19 (1) 82,490 86,939 90,152 91,692 94,272 
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CHESTER UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Teachers' Salary Schedule "A" 
For The School Year 2015-16 
A B C D E F 
.sW2 .aA BA+3Q MA BA+6Q MA+3Q tW'U 
1 48,734 51,746 53,621 54,914 56,928 37,038 
2 50,294 53,439 55,389 56,717 58,728 38,223 
3 51,856 55,133 57,157 58,522 60,526 39,411 
4 53,419 56,823 58,925 60,328 62,331 40,598 
5 54,981 58,517 60,697 62,132 64,129 41,786 
6 56,617 60,211 62,564 63,918 65,973 43,029 
7 58,251 61,904 64,432 65,700 67,816 44,271 
8 59,884 63,595 66,299 67,489 69,659 45,512 
9 61,518 65,289 68,167 69,275 71,505 46,754 
10 63,154 66,978 70,036 71,063 73,353 47,997 
11 64,780 68,539 71,610 72,602 74,939 49,233 
12 66,407 70,095 73,183 74,144 76,527 50,469 
13 68,030 71,649 74,756 75,683 7~, 116 51,703 
14 69,658 73,208 76,331 77,219 79,704 52,940 
15 71,274 74,771 77,904 78,763 81,296 
16 72,903 76,326 79,480 80,304 82,889 
17 74,527 77,881 81,054 81,842 84,474 
18 76,154 79,436 82,629 83,380 86,067 
19 77,210 81,724 84,989 86,550 89,168 
19 (1) 83,727 88,243 91,504 93,067 95,686 
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POSITION SCHOOL YEAR 2010-11 
(1 - 4) (5-9) (10+ } 
SOCCER/FOOTBALL 
- VARSITY $ 3,286.16 $ 3,650.58 $ 4,198.n 
- Jr. VARSITY 2,575.06 2,860.49 3,270.02 
-MODIFIED 1,909.13 2,118.74 2,434.79 
BASKETBALL 
-VARS1TY S 4,074.62 $ 4,526.13 $ 5,204.96 
-Jr. VARSITY 2.955.60 3,282.95 3,769.91 
-FRESHMAN 2,542.81 2,824.98 3,247.46 
- MODIFIED 2.204.21 2,447.67 2,795.98 
BASEBALUSOFTBALL 
- VARSITY $ 3,216.82 $ 3,571.55 $ 4,108.52 
-Jr. VARSITY 2,497.68 2,n6.64 3,191.01 
- MODIFIED 1,862.36 2,068.76 2,378.36 
TRACK $ 3,054.97 $ 3,391.04 $ 3,910.37 
CHEERLEAOING ... 
FALL 
- VARSITY $ 1,518.91 $ 1,670.48 $ 1,916.79 
WINTER 
• VARSITY 2,267.09 2,517.02 2,691.59 
- Modified 1,246.91 1,384.06 1,536.29 
• STIPEND OF $QB7.e~IF lHE SAME 
INOlVlOUAL ASSUMES THE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF A JX SQUAD. 
INTRAMURAL 
-ELEMENTAR~ACADEMY $ 978.82 $ 978.82 $ 978.82 
** All intramural programs are to be scheduled at least two (2) days per week for a minimum ofsix 
(6) weeks. There are not to be more than six (6) intramural programs per year. On the elementary 
level, there are to be no more than three (3) intramural programs for boys or girls in anyone year. 
Coaches who move within a sport shall keep there tier within the sport. Years of experience will 
follow throughout the sport (e.g., a JV basketball coach with six years who moves to the Varsity 
level of that sport shall remain in the 5-9 tier). 
Coaching experience in another district in the same sport at the same level (modified, JV, Varsity) 
will be counted toward years of experience for compensation. 
* Each starred (*) club advisor/coach will keep a log ofmeetings, a roster and attendance and a 
briefrecord ofthe activities for submission with the claim ofpayment. Payment will be made upon 
completion ofthe activity as in the case of other clubs. 
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posrnON SCHOOL yEAR 2010-11 
( 1 - 4 ) (S-9) ( 10+) 
ALLIED ACTIVITIES TREASURER $ 2,857.31 $ 2,928.32 $ 2,999.30 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 15,698.74 15,769.78 15,840.79 
ATIENDANCE 2,857.31 2,928.32 2,999.30 
A.V. COORDINATOR (ELEM) 1,752.77 1,823.79 1,894.80 
CHAPERONES 21.29 21.29 21.29 
CLASS/CLUB ADVISOR .. 978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
ELEMENTARY BAND 1,717.30 1,788.32 1,859.33 
ELEMENTARYCHORUS 1,644.76 1,715.74 1,786.74 
HIGH SCHOOL BAND 3,713.50 3,784.52 3,855.52 
HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS 1,644.76 1,715.74 1,786.74 
LIGHTING &SOUND TECH. (ACADEMY) 1,752.77 1,823.79 1,894.80 
MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND 1,378.70 1,449.68 1,520.70 
MIDDLE SCHOOL CHORUS 1,644.76 1,715.74 1,786.74 
MOCK TRIAL .. 978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
NATIONAL HONOR SOC" 789.31 824.81 860.31 
JR. NATIONAL HONOR SOC" 789.31 824.81 860.31 
ODYSSEY OF THE MIND .. 978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
PEER LEADERSHIP '* 978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
SCHOOL PLAY 3,510.33 3,581.34 3,652.33 
SR. ENRICHMENT" 789.31 824.81 860.32 
STUDENT COUNCIL .. 978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
YEARBOOK 4,021.48 4,092.50 4,163.48 
YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT" 1,230.33 1,301.35 1,372.35 
Student council advisors, class advisors and club advisors shall be compensated at the rate for 
intramural activities. In the event the activity does not meet for the number ofhours (24 to 30) 
as outlined under the intramural section oftJlis agreement, the advisor will bepaid only for fue 
hours certified. Payment will be at the prevailing rate for chaperones. Normally, advisors will 
not be paid as chaperones. Willi prior administrative, written approval, when unusual 
circumstance merit, advisors may receive additional chaperone pay. 
Teachers shall be compensated, as outlined under Article VII D (6), for work approved by the 
administration for work related to duties which must be performed after fue faculty has left for 
the summer recess. 
OdysseyoftJle Mind (OM) - Estimated thirty-five (35) hours (or more ifthe coach so chooses) 
that the coach would work directly witJ1 the students, including participation in the regional 
competition. Should a team participate in the State competition, the coach would be paid an 
additional $460 for the additional meetings and involvement in the competition itself. 
Mock Trial - Estimated thirty two (32) hours (or more if the coach so chooses), includes a 
Saturday competition. 
* Each starred (*) club advisor/coach will keep a log ofmeetings, a roster and attendance and a 
briefrecord ofthe activities for submission with the claim ofpayment. Payment will be made 
upon completion of the activity as in the case of other clubs. 
Chester Teachers' Association Agreement 
POSITION 
SOCCERlFOOTBAlL 
-VARSITY 
- Jr. VARSITY 
-MODIFIED 
BASKETBALL 
-VARSITY 
- Jr. VARSITY 
-FRESHMAN 
-MODIFIED 
BASEBAlUSOFTBAlL 
- VARSITY 
- Jr. VARSITY 
• MODIFIED 
TRACK 
CHEERLEADING .. 
FAlL 
-VARSITY 
WINTER 
-VARSITY 
- Modified 
INTRAMURAl 
-ELEMENTARY/ACADEMY 
SCHOOL YEAR 2011-12
 
(1 - 4) (5-9) (10+ J 
3,286.18 3,650.58 4,198.77 
2,575.06 2,860.49 3,270.02 
1.909.13 2,118.14 2,434.79 
. 4,074.62 4,526.13 5,204.96 
2,955.60 3,282.95 3,769.91 
2,542.81 2,824.98 3,247.46 
2,204.21 2,441.67 2,795.98 
3,216.82 3,571.55 4,106.52 
2,491.66 2,776.64 3,191.01 
1.862.36 2,068.16 2,378.36 
3,054.97 3,391.04 3,910~37 
1,518.91 1,610.48 1,918.79 
2,267.09 2,517.02 2,897.59 
1,246.91 1,384.06 1,536.29 
• STIPEND OF $QlB7.B2IFnlE SAME 
INDMOOAl. ASSUMES THE 
RESPONSl8JLm ES OF A J.V. SaUAD. 
978.82 978.82 978.82 
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* 
* All intramural programs are to be scheduled at least two (2) days per week for a minimum ofsix 
(6) weeks. There are not to be more than six (6) intramural programs per year. On the elementary 
level, there are to be no more than three (3) intramural programs for boys or girls in anyone year. 
Coaches who move within a sport shall keep there tier within the sport. Years of experience will 
follow throughout the sport (e.g., a JV basketball coach with six years who moves to the Varsity 
level of that sport shall remain in the 5-9 tier). 
Coaching experience in another district in the same sport at the same level (modified, N, Varsity) 
will be counted toward years of experience for compensation. 
* Each starred (*) club advisor/coach will keep a log of meetings, a roster and attendance and a 
briefrecord ofthe activities for submission with the claim ofpayment. Payment will be made upon 
completion of the activity as in the case of other clubs. 
Chester Teachers' Association Agreement 
POSITION 
ALLIED ACTIVITIES TREASURER
 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
 
ATTENDANCE
 
AV. COORDINATOR (ELEM)
 
CHAPERONES
 
CLASS/CLUB ADVISOR *
 
ELEMENTARY BAND
 
ELEMENTARY CHORUS
 
HIGH SCHOOL BAND
 
HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS
 
LIGHTING & SOUND TECH. (ACADEMY)
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL CHORUS
 
MOCK TRIAL *
 
NATIONAL HONOR SOC*
 
JR. NATIONAL HONOR SOC*
 
ODYSSEY OF THE MIND *
 
PEER LEADERSHIP *
 
SCHOOL PLAY
 
SR. ENRICHMENT *
 
STUDENT COUNCIL *
 
YEARBOOK
 
YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT *
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SCHOOL YEAR 2011-12 
( 1 - 4) (5-9) (10+ ) 
2,857.31 2,928.32 2,999.30 
15,698.74 15,769.78 15,840.79 
2,857.31 2,928.32 2,999.30 
1,752.77 1,823.79 1,894.80 
21.29 21.29 21.29 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
1,717.30 1,788.32 1,859.33 
1,644.76 1,715.74 1,786.74 
3,713.50 3,784.52 3,855.52 
1,644.76 1,715.74 1,786.74 
1,752.77 1,823.79 1,894.80 
1,378.70 1,449.68 1,520.70 
1,644.76 1,715.74 1,786.74 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
789.31 824.81 860.31 
789.31 824.81 860.31 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
3,510.33 3,581.34 3,652.33 
789.31 824.81 860.32 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
4,021.48 4,092.50 4,163.48 
1,230.33 1,301.35 1,372.35 
Student council advisors, class advisors and club advisors shall be compensated at the rate 
for intramural activities. In the event the activity does not meet for the number ofhours (24 
to 30) as outlined under the intramural section of this agreement, the advisor will be paid 
onlyfor the hours certified. Paymentwill be at the prevailing rate for chaperones. NonnaIly, 
advisors will not be paid as chaperones. With prior administrative, written approval, when 
unusual circumstance merit, advisors may receive additional chaperone pay. 
Teachers shall be compensated, as outlined under Article VII D (6), for work approved by 
the administration for work related to duties which must be perfonned after the faculty has 
left for the summer recess. 
Odyssey of the Mind (OM) - Estimated thirty-five (35) hours (or more if the coach so 
chooses) that the coach would work directly with the students, including participation in 
the regional competition. Should a team participate in the State competition, the coach 
would be paid an additional $460 for the additional meetings and involvement in the 
competition itself. 
Mock Trial- Estimated thirty two (32) hours (or more if the coach so chooses), includes a 
Saturday competition. 
Each starred (*) club advisor/coach will keep a log ofmeetings, a roster and attendance and a '" 
brief record of the activities for submission with the claim ofpayment. Payment will be 
made upon completion ofthe activity as in the case of other clubs. 
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POSInON SCHOOL YEAR 2012-13 
(1 - 4) (5-9) (10+ ) 
SOCCER/FOOTBALL 
- VARSITY 3,286.18 3,650.58 4,198.11 
-Jr. VARSITY 2,575.06 2,860.49 3,270"02 
- MODIFIED 1,909.13 2,118.74 2,434.79 
BASKETBALL 
- VARSITY 4,074.62 4,526.13 5,204.96 
-Jr. VARSITY 2,955.60 3,282.95 3,769-91 
-FRESHMAN 2,542.81 2,824.98 3,247.46 
-MODIFIED 2,204.21 2,447.67 2,795.98 
BASEBAWSOFTBALL 
-VARSITY 3,216.82 3,571.55 4,108.52 
-Jr. VARSITY 2,497.68 2,n6.64 3,191.01 
-MODIFIED 1,862.36 2,068.76 2,378.36 
TRACK 3,054.97 3,391.04 3,910.37 
CHEERLEA01NG ~. 
FALL 
-VARSITY 1,518.91 1,670.48 1,918.79 
WINTER 
-VARSITY 2)67.09 2,511.02 2,897.59 
- Modified 1,246.91 1,384.06 1,536.29 
• SllPEND OF 5"S7.82IF THE SAME 
INOMO'.JAl. ASSlAeS THE 
RESPONSIBllmES OF AJ.V. SQUAD. 
INTRAMURAL 
-ELEMENTAR~ACADEMY 978.82 978.82 978.82 
** All intramural programs are to be scheduled at least two (2) days per week for a minimum ofsix (6) 
weeks. There are not to be more than six (6) intramural programs per year. On the elementary level, 
there are to be no more than three (3) intramural programs for boys or girls in anyone year. 
Coaches who move within a sport shall keep there tier within the sport. Years of experience will 
follow throughout the sport (e.g., a N basketball coach with six years who moves to the Varsity level 
of that sport shall remain in the 5-9 tier). 
Coaching experience in another district in the same sport at the same level (modified, lV, Varsity) will 
be counted toward years of experience for compensation. 
* Each starred (*) club advisor/coach will keep a log ofmeetings, a roster and attendance and a brief 
record of the activities for submission with the claim of payment. Payment will be made upon 
completion of the activity as in the case of other clubs. 
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ALLIED ACTIVITIES TREASURER 
ATHLETrCDIRECTOR 
ATTENDANCE 
A.V. COORDJNATOR (ELEM) 
CHAPERONES 
CLASS/CLUBADVISOR .. 
ELEMENT~YBANb 
ELEMENTARYCHORUS
 
HIGH SCHOOL BAND .
 
HIGH ScHObLCHORUS .
 
LIGHTING &SOUND TECH. (ACADEMY)
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL BANQ'
 
MIDDLE SCHOOLCHORUS
 
MOCK "rRIAL 11­
NATIONAL HONORSOC'"
 
JR. NATIONAL HONOR SOC" "
 
ODYSSEY OF THE MIND""
 
PEER LEADERSHIP 11­

SCHOOL PLAY
 
SR. ENRICHMENT""
 
STUDENT COUNCIL <i
 
YEARBOOK
 
YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT ""
 
.SCHOQLYEAR 2012-13 
(1-4) (5·'9) , (10+ ) 
2,857;31 2,928.32 " 2,999.30 
15698.74
. 
15,840.79, ..".' 15,769:7'8 
'2,857;31 " 2;926.32 2,999.30 
1,752.77" 1,823~79 1,894.80 
21.29' 21:29 21.29 
978;62 1,049..82 1,120.83 
1,717.:30 1,788';32 '1,859.33 
1,644.76>, 1,715.74 1,786.74 
3,713.50 3,784.52 3,855.52 
1,644.76 1,715.74 1,786.14 
1,752.77 1,823.79 1,894.80 
1,378.70 1,449.68 1,520.70 
1,644.76 1;715.74 1,786.74 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
789.31 824.81 860.31 
789.31 824.81 860.31 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
3,510.33 3,581.34 3,652:33 
789.31 8~4.81 860.32 
978.82 1,049.82 1,120.83 
4,021.48 4,092.50 4,163,48 
1,230.33 1,301.35 1,372.35 
Student council advisors, class advisors and club advisors shall be compensated at the rate for 
intramural activities. In the event the activity does not meet for the number ofhours(24 to 30) 
as outlined under the intramural section ofthis agreement, the advisor will bepaid onlyfor the 
hours certified. Payment will be at the prevailing rate for chaperones. Normally, advisors will 
not be paid as chaperones. With prior adininistrative, Written' approval, when unusual 
circumstance merit, advisors may receive additional chaperone pay. ' 
Teachers shall be compensated,as outlinedunder Article VIID (6); for work approved llythe 
'admiilistration fOTworkrelated to dutieswh1ehiDustbeperformedafter the facultyhas left for 
the swnmerrecess. 
Odysseyofthe Mind (OM) - Estimated thirty.,five(35) hours (or more ifthe coach so chooses) 
thatthe coach would work directlY With the students. including,participation in the regional 
competition. Should a team participate in the State competition, the 'cOach would bepaid an 
additional $460 for the additional me¢thigs and involvement in tbe competition itself. 
. .".. ".. . . . .'. '. 
M~k Trial- Estimated thirty two (32) hours (or more ifthe coach s~ chooses), includes a 
Saturdaycompetition. 
, , 
Each starred (*) club advisor/coach willkeep alog ofmeeiings, a ro~ and attendance and a 
briefl'ecol'dc>ftl1e activities for subplission with ~e claim ofpayment. Payment will be made 
upon completion ofthe activity asm the case ofother clubs. 
Chester Teachers' Association Agreement 
POSITION SCHOOL yeAR 2Q13-14 
(1-4) (S-9) (10+ ) 
SOCCER/FOOTBALL 
-VARSITY 3,286.18 3,650.58 4,198.77 
~Jr.VARSITY 2,575.06 2,860.49 3,270.02 
-MODIFIED 1,909.13 2,118.74 2,434.79 
BASKETBAlL' 
-VARSITY. 4,074.62 4,526.13 5,204.96 
- Jr. VARSITY . 2,955.60 3,282.95 3,769.91 
-FRESHMAN 2,542.81 2,824.98 3,247.46 
• MODIFIED 2,204.21 2,447.67 .2,795.98 
BASEBAkUSOFTBALL 
.VARSITY·, 3,216.82 3,571.55 4,10'8.52 
• Jr. VARSITY 2,497.68 2,776.64 3,1.91.01 
• MODIFIED 1,862,.36 2,()68.76 2,378.36 
TRACK 3,054.97 3,391.04 3,910.37 
CHEERLEAplNG * 
FALL 
-VARSITY 1,518.91 1,670.48 1,918.79 
WINTER 
-VARSITY 2.267.09 2,517.02 2,897.59 
-Modified 1,246.91 1,384.06 1,536.29 
*STIPEND OF $987.82 IF THESAME 
INDIVIDUALASSUMES THE 
RESPONSffiILlTIES OF A J.V. SQUAD. 
INTRAMURAL . 
.• ELEMENTAt{Y/ACADEMY 978.82 978.82 978.82 
...... All intramural programs are to be schedu1~at least two (2) daysperweekfor aminimum ofsix (6) 
. weeks. There arc not t9 be O1orethan six (6) intramural programs pet year. On theeletnentary level, 
there are to be no more than three (3) intramural programs for boys or girls in any one year~ 
. . ." , . 
Coaches who move withina sport sha11 keep there tier within the sport. Years of experience will 
follow throughout the sport (e.g., a JV basketball coach with six years who moves to the Varsity level 
.. oftllat sport shall remain in the 5-9 tier). 
. . . 
Coaching experience in another district in the same sport at thesaine level (modified, N, Varsity) will 
. be counted wwatq years ofexperience for compensation. . 
. . 
.... EachstaITed ("') clubadvi~or/(X)ach will keep a log ofmeetings, aToster and attendance and a brief 
record of the activities for submission Withthec1aim,of payil1ent Payment will be made upon 
completion of'the activity as in the case of other clubs. . 
. . . 
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SCHOOL yeAR2Q13.14 
Chester Teachers' Association Agreement 
POSITION 
ALLIED ACTIVITIES TREASURER 
ATHLE"f1Cb'RECTOR. 
ATTENDANCE 
A.V. COORDINATOR(ELEM)
 
CHAPERONES
 
CLASS/CLUB ADVISOR·~
 
ELEMENTARYBAND
 
ELEMENTARY CHORUS
 
HIGH SCHOOL BAND
 
HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS
 
LIGHTING &SOUND TECH. (ACADEMy)
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND
 
MIDDLE SCHOOLCHORUS
 
MOCKTRIAL·
 
NATIONAL HONOR SOC·
 
JR. NATIONAL HONORSOC·
 
ODYSSEYQF THE MIND •
 
PEER LEADERSHIP .­

SCHOOL PLAY
 
SR. ENRICHMENT·
 
STUDENT COUNCIL ..
 
YEARBOOK
 
YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT ..
 
(1-4). 
2,857.31 
15,698.74 
2,857.31 
1,752.77. 
21.29 
978.82 
1,717.30 
1,644.76 
3,713.50 
1,644.76 
1752.77 .
...". 
1,378.10 
1,644.76 
978.82 
789.31 
789.31 
97$.82 
978.82 
3,510.33 
789.31 
978.82 
4,021.48 
1,230.33 
(5-9) 
. 2,928.32·. 
15,169.7~ 
2,928.32 
1,823.79 
21.29 
1,049.82 
1,788.32 
1,715.74 
3,784.52 
1,715.74 
1,823.79 
·1,449.68 
1,715,74 
1;049.82 
·824.81 
824.81 
1,049.82 
1,049.82 
3,581.34 
824.81 
1,049.82 
4,092.50 
1,301.35 
( 1()+) 
2,999.30 
15,840.79 
2,999.30· 
1,894;80 
21.29 
1,120.83 . 
1,859.33 
1,786.74 
3,855~52 . 
1,786.74 
1,894~80 
1,520.70 
1,786.74 
1,120,83 
860.31 
860.31 
1,120.83 
1,120.83 
3,652;33 
860.32 
1,120.83 
4,163.48 
1,372.35 
Student council advisors, class advisors and club advisors shall be compensated at the rate for 
intramural activities. In the event the activity does not meet for the humber ofhours (24 to 30) 
as outlined under the intramural section ofthis agreement, the advisorwillbepaid onlyfor the 
hours certified. Paymentwill be at the prevailingratefor chaperones. Nonnally, advisors will 
not be paid liS chaperones. With prior administrative, wnttenapproval;when unusual . 
circumstance merit, advisors may receive additional chaperone pay. 
Teachers $a11 be compensated, as outlined under ArticleVnD (6), for work approved bythe 
adtninistration for work related to duties whichniust beperformed after the facuItyhas left for 
the summer recess. 
OdysseyoftheMind(OM)~EStin1atedthfrty-fiye(35)hours(ormoreifthecoachso·chooses) 
that the coach w~uid work directly with thestuclents, including participation in the regionai 
competition. Should a team participa.tein the State competition, the coach would bepaid an 
additional $460 for the additional meetings and involveineiltinthe competitlpn itself. 
Mock Trial- Estimated thirty two (34) bours (ormore if the coach so chooses), includes a 
Saturday competitioIl. 
* Each starred (*) clubadvisor/coach will keep a log ofmeetings, a rosterand attendance and a . 
briefrecordofthe .activities for submission.with the claimofpllyment. PaymentwilJ bemade 
upon completion oftbeactivity asm the caseofother clubs. 
Chester Teachers' Association Agreement. Page 46. 
POSITION SCHOOLYEAR 2014·15·
 
( 1 • 4 ) ( 5- 9 ) ( 10+ 1 
SOCCER/FOOTBALL 
-VARSITY . 3,286.18 3650,58· 4,198.77
.1 ".. 
• Jr. VARSITY ... 2,575.06 ·2,860,49 3,270.02 
• MODIFIED 1,909,13 2,118.74 ·2;434.79 
BASKETBALL 
-VARSITY 4,074.62 4;526.1.3 5,204.96 
- Jr. VARSITY 2,955.60 3,282,95 3,769.91 
.. FRESHNIAN 2,542.81 2,824;98 .. 3,247.46 
.. MODIFIED 2,204.21 2;447.67 2,795.98 
BASEBALUSOFTBALL 
• VARSITY 3,216.82 3,571,55 4.108.52 
.. Jr. VARSITY 2,497.68 ·2,776.64 3,191.01 
.. MODIFIED 1,862.36 2,068.76 2,378.36 
TRACK 3,054.97 3,391.04 3,910.37 
CHEERLEADING * 
FALL 
-VARSITY 1,518.91 1,670.48 1,918.79 
WINTER 
-VARSITY 2,267.09. 2,517.02 2,897.59 
.. Modified 1,246.91 1,384.06 1,536.29 
.;; STIPEND OF $987..82 IF THE SAME 
INDIVIDUAL ASSUMES THE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF A J.V. SQUAD. 
INTRAMURAL 
-ELEMENTARY/ACADEMY 978.82 978.82 978.82 
. . 
** All intramural programs are to bCf~~heduled at least two (2) daysper week for a minimum ofsix (6) 
.weeks. There are not to be more than six (6) intramural programs per year. On the elementary level, 
there are to be no more than three (3) intramural programs for boysot girls in anyone year. 
Coaches who move within a sportsha11 keep tQere tier within the·sport. Years of experience will 
follow throughout the sport (e.g., a JV basketball coach withsix years who moves to the Varsity level 
of that sport sballremain in the 5-9 tier), .. . 
Coaching experience in another ~istrict in the same sport at the same level (modified, JV, Varsity) will 
be counted towardyears of experienCe for compensation. . 
* Eachstarred(*) dub advisor/coachwill keep alog ofmeetings, a roster and attendance and a brief 
record of the activities forsubmission with tbechumOf payment.PaymeIlt will be made upon 
completion of the activity as in the case of other clubs. . 
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SCHOQL YE6B :2014.15 
Chester Teachers' Association Agreement 
PQSITlg~ 
,ALLIED ACTIVITIES TREASURER
 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
 
ATTENDANCE
 
A.V. COORDINATOR(ELEM)
 
CHAPERONES
 
CLASSicLUB ADVISOR •
 
ELEMENTARY BAND
 
ELEMENTARYCHORUS
 
HIGH SCHOOL BAND
 
HIGH SCHOOL CHdRUS
 
LIGHTING &SOUNDTECH. (ACADEMY)
 
MIDDLE$CHOOL BAND
 
MIDOLE SCHOOL CHORUS
 
MOCKTRIAL"
 
NATIONAL HONORSOC·
 
JR. NATiONAL HONOR SOC·
 
ODYSSeYb,F THE MIND ..
 
PEER LEADERSHIP •
 
SCHOOL PLAY
 
SR. ENRIC,HMENT ...
 
STUDENT COUNCIL*
 
YEARBOOK
 
YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT"
 
(1-4) 
2,857.31 
15,698,74 
2;857~31 
1,752.77 
21:29 
978:82 
1,717.30 
1,644.76 
3,713:50 
1,644.76 
1,752.77 
1i 378:70 
1,644.76 
978.82 , 
789.31" 
78~t,31 
978.82 • 
978.82 
3,510.33 
789.31 
978.82 
4.021.48 
1,230.33 
(~·9) 
2:928.32 
15.769,78 
2,928.32 
1;823.79 
21;29 
1,049.82 
1,788.32 
1,715.74 
3,'784.52 
1,715.74 
1,823.79 
1;449.68 
1,715.74 
1,049.82 
824.81 
824.81 
1,()49.82 
1;049.82 
3,581.34 
824.81 
1,049.82 
4,092.50 
1,301.35 
(10+ ) 
,2,999.30 
15,840.79 
2,999.30 
1,894.60 
21.29 
1,120.83 
1,859.33 
1,786.74 
3,855.52 
1 786.74.
". - .. : 
1,894.~O 
1,520.70 
1,786.74 
1,120.83 
860.31 
860.31 
1,120.83 
1,120.83 
3,652.33 
860.32 
1,120.83 
4,163.48 
1,372.35 
Student council advisors, class advisors and club advisors shall be compensated atthe rate for 
intramural activities. In,the event the activity does n()t meet for the number ofhours (24 to :30) 
as outlined under the intramural section ofthis agreement, the advisor willbe paid only for the 
hours certified. Payment will be at the prevailing rate for chaperones. Normally, advisors will 
not be paid as chaperones. With prior administrative, written approval, when unusual 
circumstance merit, advisors may receive additional chaperone pay., 
Teachers shall be compensated, as outlined under Article VII P (6), for work approved bythe 
administration for workielated to duties whichmliSt beperformedafl:er the facultyhas left for 
the summer recess. 
OdysseyoftheMind{OM) - Estimated thirty-fh,e (35) hours (ormore ifthecoach So chooses) 
that the coach would work directly with thestudents,includingparticipation in the regional 
competition. Should ateamparticipate in the State competition, the coach would be paid an 
additional $460 for the additional meetings and involveD1!IDt in the competition itself. 
Mock Trial- Estiniatedthirty two (32) hours (or moreifthe coach so chooses), includes a 
Saturday competition. 
.. Each starred (.) club advisor/coach will keep a log ()fmeetings, a roster and attendance and a 
briefrecord ofthe activities for submissioil withthe claim ofpayment. Payment will be made 
Upon completion ofthe'activity as in the case ofother clubs. 
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POSITION SCHOQLyEAR 2Q15-16 
( 1 - 4 ) (5 - 9 ) ( 10+ ) 
SO.CCERIFOOTBALL 
• VARSITY 3,286.18 4198.773,650.58 ,. . 
• Jr. VARSITY 2,575~06 2,860.49 3,270.02 
• MODIFIED 1,909.13 2,118.74' 2,434.79 
BASKETBALL 
• VARSITY 4,074.62 4,526.13 ·5,204.96 
'!Jr.VARSITY 2,955.6() 3,282.95 3,769.91 
-FRESHMAN 2,542.61 2,824.98 3,247.46 
-MODIFIED 2,204.21 2,447;67 2,795.98 
BASEBALUSOFTBALL 
-VARSITY 3,216.82 . 3,571.55 4,108.52 
-Jr. VARSITY 2,497.6S 2,t76.64 ·3,191.01 
.. MODIFIED 1,862.36 2,068.76 . 2,378.36 
TRACK 3,054.97 3,391.04 3,910.37 
CHEERLEAplNG * 
FALL 
-VARSITY 1,518.91 1,670.48 1,918.79 
WINTER 
-VARSITY 2,267.09 2,517.02 2,897.59 
- Modified 1,246.91 1,384.06 1,536.29 
* STIPEND OF $987.82 IF THE SAME 
INDIVIDUALASSUMES THE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF AJ.V. SQUAD. 
INTRAMURAL 
-ELEMENTARY/ACADEMY 978.82 978.82 978.82 
** All intramural progr3ms are to be scheduled at least two (2) days perweek for aminimum ofsix. (6) 
weeks. There are not to be more than six (6) intramural progr~s peryear.On the elementary level, 
there are to.be no more than three (3) intramural programs for boys or girls in anyone year. 
Coaches Wllo move within a sport shall keep there tier within the sport. Years of experience will 
foHow throughout the sport (e.g.,. a]V basketball coach with six years who moves to the Varsity level 
ofthat sport shall remain in the 5-9 tier). 
Coaching experience in another district in the saine Sport at the same level (modified, N, Varsity) will 
be counted toward years ofexperience for compensation. 
.tEach starred (*) club advisor/coach will keepalog Qfmeetings, a roster and attendance and a. brief 
record of the activities for submission with the claiiri of payment Payment will be made upon 
completion ofthe activity 8sin the case of other clubs. . 
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SCHOOL YEAR 2Q15..16 
C.)leSter Teachers' Association Agreement 
POSITION 
ALLIED ACTIVITIES TREASURER .
 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR .
 
ATTENDANCE
 
AV. CdORDINATOR (ELEM)
 
CHAPERONES
 
CLASSfCLUBADVISOR ..
 
ELEMENTARY BAND
 
ELEMENTARYCHORUS
 
HiGH SCHOOL BAND
 
HIGH SCHOC>L CHORUS
 
LIGHTING & SOUND TECH. (ACADEMY)
 
~:gg~~.~~gg~ ~~~~US .
 
MOCK TR.IAL ..
 
NATiONAL HONO,RSOC"
 
JR. NATIONAL HONOR SOC"
 
ODYSSEY OF THE MIND"
 
PEER LEADERSHIP '*
 
. SCHOOL PLAY
 
SR~ ENRICHMENT"
 
STUDENT COUNCIL ..
 
YEARBOOK
 
YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT *
 
(1-4) 
2,857;31 
15,698.74 
2,857;31 
1,752.77 
21;29 
978.82· 
1,717.30 
1,644.76 
3,713.50 
1,644.76· 
1,752.77 
1,378:70 
1,644.76 
978:82 
789,31 
789.31 
978.82 
978.82 
3,510.33 
789.31 
978.82 
4,021.48 
1,230.33 
(5-9) 
2,928:32 
15.769.78 
2,928.32 
1,823.79 
21.29 
1,049.82 
1,788;32 
1;715.74 
3,784.52· 
1,715.74 
1,823.79 
1,449.68 
1,715.74 
1,049.82 
824.81 
824.81 
1,049.82 
1,049.82 
3,581;34 
824.81 
1,049.82 
4,092.50 
1,301.35 
(10+ ) 
2.999.30 
15,840~79 
2,999.30 
1,894.80 
21.29 
1,120.83 
1,859.33 
1,786.74 
3,855.52 
1,786.74 
1,894.80 
1.~20.70 
1,786.74 
1,120.83 
860.31 
860.31 
1,120.83 
1,120.83 
3,652.33 
860.32 
1,120.83 
4,163.48 
1,372.35 
Student council advisors, class advisors and cllib advisors shall be compensated at tberate for 
intramural activities. In the event the activitydoes riotmeet for the number ofhours (24 to 30) 
as outlined under the intramural section ofthis agreement, the advisorwill bepaidon1yfor the 
hours certified. Payment will be at theprevailing rate for chaperones. Nonnally, advisors will 
not be paid as chaperones. With prior adn:1iriistrative, written approval, when unusual 
circumstan~emerit, advisors may receive additional chaperone pay. 
Teachers shaIlbecompensated, as outlined under ArticleVnn (6)/ forworkappfoved. bythe 
administrati011 for work related to duties which mliSt be performed afteithe facultyhas left for 
the summer recess. . 
OciysseyoftheMind (OM) -Estimated thirty-five (35) hourS (ormoreifthe coach so chooses) . 
that the coach would work directly with the students, including participation in the regional 
. competition.S):l.Ould a team participate in the State competition; the coach would bepaid an 
additional $460 for theaddiuonalmeetings and.involvement in the competition itself. 
Mock Trial- Estimated thirty two (32) hours (or more if the coach so chooses), includes a 
Saturday competition. 
Each starr~ (*) club advisor/coach will keep alog ofmeetings, a roster and attendan~ and a 
briefrecord ofthe activities for submissionwith theclaim bfpayment.·· Payment will be made 
upon completion ofthe activity as in. the case ofother dubs. 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
 
By and between the superintendent of schools and board of education of the Chester Union Free 
School District, hereinafter referred to as ''The District" and the Chester Teachers' Association, 
hereinafter referred to as ''The Association": 
Whereby, the District and the Association agree to revive and incorporate the Agreement 
between them that expired on June 30, 2013 into a three year successor agreement effective July 
1, 2013 and terminating on June 30, 2016, except as modified by the following provisions: 
1.	 Article IV (A) Salary Schedule - The 2012-13 Teachers' Salary Schedule shall continue 
in full force and effect from July 1, 2013 and until December 1, 2014, when each step of 
said schedule shall be increased by 1.5%. The Teachers' Salary Schedule shall be 
increased again on July 1, 2015 by 1.5% at each step. Unit members eligible to advance a 
step on the Teachers' Salary Schedule shall do so on July 1, 2013; those eligible to 
advance a step on the Teachers' Salary Schedule during the 2014·15 School Year shall do 
so effective February 1, 2015 and those eligible to advance a step on the Teachers' Salary 
Schedule during the 2015-16 School Year shall do so effective July 1, 2015. 
2.	 Upon ratification ofthis Memorandum of Agreement, each unit member on payroll shall 
receive a non-recurring cash bonus of $500, payable within 30 days from the date of 
board approval. 
3.	 Article VI (A) (I)-Health Insurance-increase the employees' premium contribution 
percentages towards the costs of individual coverage and family coverage to 10.5%, 
effective February 1, 2015 and to 11% effective July 1, 2015. 
4.	 Article VI (2) (a) - Benefit Fund - increase the per capita per annum contribution to $888 
for the 2014-15 School Year and to $913, effective with the 2015-16 School Year. 
5.	 Article V (A)(6)(a) - Retiree Health Insurance - Increase the employer contribution 
towards retiree health insurance by an additional 5% for those unit members with 50-99 
accumulated sick leave days at the time ofretirement; 8% for those unit members with 
100-149 accumulated sick leave days at the time of retirement and 10% for those unit 
members with 150+ accumulated sick leave days at the time of retirement. 
6.	 Article VII (K) (4) --Substitute Teachers - delete in its entirety. 
7.	 Article vm (D) - Student Teachers - Add the following sentence: "Under no 
circumstances shall the District assign a student teacher to a classroom without the 
express consent of that classroom's regular teacher." 
8.	 Article VII (D)(3) - Sixth Class Rate - Effective 711/14 change $26 to $30. 
9.	 Article vn (D)(l0) - Notification of Student Placement - delete the last sentence. 
10. Article VIll(A) -Professional Evening Activities - delete the following: UThe request 
will be made no later than September 30th of that school year.u 
11. Article vm (G) - Marked Parking Space - delete in its entirety. 
12. Article vm (H) - Shared Decision Making - delete in its entirety. 
13. Article VI (C)&(D) - Teacher Observation & Evaluation - add the following legend at 
the beginning of each section: U[lbis provision shall not be applicable to classroom 
teachers who are subject to evaluation pursuant to the provisions ofSection 30l2-c of the 
Education Law and Part 30-2 of the Regents Rules] 
SO AGREED, this 16th day ofJanuary 2014, conditioned upon reaching agreement with 
respect to Union Proposal No. 16 and then subject to ratification by the respective 
constituencies. 
The District 
The Association 
•. I ~ 
~ ,. 
Possible Language for Association 16 Proposal 
As a matter ofprofessional courtesy; secondary teachers assigned to the Chester Academy, 
including Special Education Teachers, shall have a maximum of four consecutive instructional 
periods/obligations as part of their daily work schedule. Ifthe need arises to schedule such 
teachers to more than f9ur instructional periods/obligations in a row, the Superintendent and/or 
Building Principal shall meet, with the teacher and Association representative to review the 
scheduling necessity. 

